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Preface
Lifelong Learning in Rural and
Remote Areas

The strategic guidelines for disadvantaged areas
development for programming period 2007-2013
put particular emphasis on the importance of ICT
for businesses and the socio-economic development of disadvantaged areas. ICT diffusion and

Recent waves of economic crisis and uncertainty have

take-up plays a key role in revitalising disadvan-

re-aligned a range of European and global issues. This

taged areas, helping the diversification of economic

sense of crisis and challenge however may also serve

and social activities by boosting economic activity,

to energize system transformations, identify alterna-

making available new on-line services, and support-

tives, suggest new directions and act as a driving

ing e-inclusion.

motivating force when old modes are broken.

On the other hand, according to this policy docu-

For a positive interpretation of “crisis” and the way

ment, today over half of the EU adult population

out, let’s turn again to the Ancient Greek κρίσις

either does not reap these benefits in full or is

(a separating, power of distinguishing, decision,

effectively cut off from them. Reinforcing social,

choice, election, judgment, dispute) < κρίνω (“pick

economic, and territorial cohesion by making ICT

out, choose, decide, judge”).

products and services more accessible from regions

Innovation and creativity in times of change are
vital for creation of dynamic alternatives. That
is equally true for learning centers and teaching
practice. For the world of learning, a major task is
to observe changes and shifts and ascertain what
educators and other stakeholders (employers, policymakers, adult learners) need.
Enhanced use of information technologies in communication and community building is vital in education and training. To turn theoretical knowledge
and research into meaningful action and outcomes,
both practitioners and academics need to collaborate for sustainable impact. In a context of
systemic socio-economic crisis and transformation,
co-operation and communication between educators, learners and adult are key.

that are lagging behind, is an economic, social,
ethical and political imperative for the Commission.
Also ICT plays an important role in promoting social
justice in terms of educational quality in disadvantaged and remote areas, where adult population
tend to be less qualified than their urban peers and
less well-resourced and supported.
In this framework the Lifelong Learning Project
“RURALeNTER: Capacity Building through ICT in
Rural Areas” (2009-2011), supported by the European Commision’s GRUNDTVIG Multilateral project
programme, aimed to focus on and analyse the
needs regarding public services support of users in
four rural areas of EU member states with different degrees of e-services deployment and adoption.
It studied existing e-services for these rural areas
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and their level of awareness, and it developed and
evaluated a vocational training curriculum focusing on how to prepare rural population to use and
exploit cases of e-services. In addition, a Portal of
e- services for rural areas was also deployed.
A final European workshops session was organized
under the auspices of the EDEN Open Classroom
2011, on October, 27-29, 2011 at the Ellinogermaniki Agogi premises in Athens, Greece (http://
eden.ea.gr/). In parallel, an international Call for Papers was launched, and the talks presented at the
conference appear in the present edited volume on
“Lifelong Learning in Rural and Remote Areas”. This
includes contributions from partners of the consortium as well as from people working on relevant
issues around the world and on one hand help the
project team to gain an overview of currently deployed initiatives in relevant areas and on the other
hand provide an excellent opportunity to promote
the project results to the interested communities.
The Editors
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1. Abstract

areas [1]. ICT diffusion and take-up plays a key role

In this paper we introduce the RURALeNTER project

tion of economic and social activities by boosting

– a GRUNDTVIG initiative that aims to demonstrate

economic activity, making available new on-line

an innovative approach that will help European

services, and supporting e-inclusion. On the other

adult rural areas population to acquire and rein-

hand, accordwing to this policy document, today over

force skills and knowledge so that they make best

half of the EU adult population either does not reap

use of the new opportunities offered by the ICT

these benefits in full or is effectively cut off from

technologies. The project will take place in four

them. Reinforcing social, economic, and territorial

European regions (Greece, Austria, Spain and Ro-

cohesion by making ICT products and services more

mania), and will support training of rural population

accessible from regions that are lagging behind, is

on the use of ICT services. The project aims at im-

an economic, social, ethical and political imperative

proving the quality, attractiveness and accessibility

for the Commission [2]. Also ICT plays an important

of the opportunities for lifelong learning for rural

role in promoting social justice in terms of educa-

areas citizens. Moreover, it involves population of

tional quality in rural and remote areas, where adult

all ages in lifelong learning opportunities, including

population tend to be less qualified than their urban

disadvantaged groups regardless of their socio-

peers and less well resourced and supported [3].

in revitalising rural areas, helping the diversifica-

economic background. To do so, the project studies
existing e-services for these rural areas and their
level of awareness, and will develop and evaluate a
vocational training curriculum focusing on how to
prepare rural population to use and exploit cases
of e-services. In addition, a Portal of e- services for
rural areas will also be deployed.
Keywords: e-services, ICT, lifelong learning and adult
education, rural areas

Figure 1 - RURALeNTER web site

Although in some occasions Regional or Central

2. Introduction
The strategic guidelines for rural development for
programming period 2007-2013 put particular
emphasis on the importance of ICT for rural businesses and the socio-economic development of rural
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authorities develop and offer ICT services, professionals and citizens are not aware of them and do
not know how to use them so that they can receive
benefits in their everyday activities. A major barrier towards this direction is the low degree of ICT
adoption and use of online services from adult rural

users, which is being identified by related studies

full range of requirements for the development of

about rural development [4]. RURALeNTER is a

the project and exploitation of the results.

project partially funded by the European Commission, Lifelong Learning, GRUNDTVIG Multilateral
programme (2010-2012).
Its aim is to demonstrate an innovative approach
that would help rural areas adult population to
acquire and reinforce skills and knowledge so that
they make best use of the new opportunities offered by the ICT technologies. RURALeNTER aims
to bring together and further develop content, services, pedagogies and practices for social lifelong
learning in rural areas, formulating specific scenar-

Figure 2 - RURALeNTER partners’ countries

ios of use of social networking tools and platforms

The following sections describe the targeted user

which will be tested with real adult learners in four

groups and their needs, present the main objec-

disadvantaged rural areas, and evaluated in terms

tives of RURALeNTER, provide an overview of the

of their impact on learning, with a particular atten-

RURALeNTER Portal technologies and architecture,

tion to institutional as well as pedagogical innova-

and discuss the main results of the project and

tion and change.

their expected uses.

RURALeNTER demonstrates new ways of creating
and understanding digital content and of enchasing
its relevance to the users. It provides adult learners with methods and tools that will facilitate the
extended use of digital content for educational purposes. Through the proposed training programme
the consortium will demonstrate how adult learners
are supported in their everyday work and at the
same time developing competencies throughout
life.
The RURALeNTER project involves a consortium of
seven institutions with wide and diverse expertises
from six European countries, in order to address the

3. Targeted Users and
Identified Needs  
ICT can contribute to achieving universal education
worldwide, through transfer of education. The project aims at identifying the training needs of rural
population in terms of what ICT services are and in
which ways they may prove useful to them. It will
codify these training needs in the form of training
requirements. Its results will be based on the expert
knowledge of the RURALeNTER participants, a
review of ICT related policies and projects for rural
areas, as well as, a series of national workshops/
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consultation meetings on that will take place in

practices for lifelong learning for adult popula-

each participating country.

tion in rural areas. Related studies around Europe

More specifically, the objectives are:

indicate that the citizens in these areas have

a) To investigate the needs of the target user
groups of the counties that participate in the
project, in order to define their training requirements in relation to the better understanding
and use of ICT services in rural areas.
b) To formulate these needs into a set of training
requirements, for each user group.

reflected in their educational profile and qualifications. Therefore, they are considered as candidate
for discriminations and their training should be
supported. Additionally, the fact that many services
are physically located in urban areas constitutes an
inequality that the project tries to address. Thus,
RURALeNTER aims to improve the quality, at-

In order to achieve those objectives, the following

tractiveness and accessibility of the opportunities

methodologies will be engaged:

for lifelong learning for rural citizens. Moreover,

a) A comprehensive review of the status and type
of currently offered ICT services will be carried
out in each participating country, focusing particularly on services that are offered to located
in rural areas.
b) National consultation meetings (in the form

c)

it involves population of all ages in lifelong learning opportunities, including disadvantaged groups
regardless of their socioeconomic background.

4. The Main Aims
ICT can contribute to achieving universal educa-

of public workshops, where representative of

tion worldwide, through transfer of education

users’ associations will be invited), with the

and training, and offering improved conditions for

participation of the user groups and other

lifelong learning, encompassing adults that are not

interested actors will be organized in each

participating to the formal education process, and

country. Their aim will be to identify the current

improving professional skills [5]. A recent policy

level of ICT awareness and training that rural

document from the EC [6] outlines the importance

adult population in each region have.

of ICT and how beneficial is for rural areas adult

Studying the situation about the current status of
awareness and training of adult rural population
will lead to the specification of a set of training
requirements will be codified and reported.

The project supports the development of innovative ICT-based content, services, pedagogies and
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fewer opportunities than urban citizens, and this is

population. Although in some occasions Regional
or Central authorities develop and offer ICT services, professionals and citizens are not aware of
them and do not know how to use them so that
they receive benefits in their everyday activities.
A major barrier towards this direction is the low

degree of ICT adoption and use of online services
from rural users, which is being identified by related
studies about rural development [3].
RURALeNTER aims to address the above aspects in
the following manner:
a) it will review and identify existing ICT services

The RURALeNTER portal is the technical basis for
the approaches of designing learning objects within
the RURALeNTER project. It consists of different
parts for researches in the area e-learning in rural
areas. The researches are primary made for new

for these rural areas, as well as their level of

pedagogy strategies, to realize an adequate learn-

awareness about how adults may benefit from

ing in rural areas by using the IT-infrastructures. In

using such services;

general the platform underlay different technical

b) it will focus on and analyse the needs regarding

c)

5. RURALeNTER Portal

requirements, which are indirect upraised from user

ICT services support of adults in 4 rural areas

needs. These requirements are affecting the con-

of EU member states (Greece, Austria, Roma-

tent and the training elements or rather learning

nia and Spain) with different degrees of ICT

objects, which are later used in the portal. Within

services deployment and adoption;

the RURALeNTER project, the portal has a central

it will develop and evaluate a generic training
curriculum focusing on how to prepare adult
rural citizens to use and exploit ICT services, by
means of blended learning models for adults

position. Because on the one hand it is applicationdriven and the other hand it is pedagogic-driven.
The RURALeNTER portal is positioned in RURALeNTER as follows in Figure 3.

and relevant and innovative e-learning content
to be offered online;
d) it will develop a web-based Portal of ICT services for rural areas;
e)

it will formulate a set of policy recommendations to policy makers and regional authorities
about the ways they can use the RURALeNTER
Portal and the developed e-learning content in
order to support the training of their citizens in
taking advantage of ICT services.

Figure 3 - Position of RURALeNTER portal in RURALeNTER

The focus of RURALeNTER lay on learning strategies in rural areas, so for evaluating new designed
concepts a full working learning portal is needed.
Next to the basic features like user and role man-
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agement, also the functionalities for providing

between learning objects can be displayed, so that

learning contents have to be regarded. Furthermore

documents with relations to each other can more

it is also indispensable to provide these features in

easily be found. The benefit of this will helps to find

adequate form, so that users can use the portal on

to each other relating documents faster and sup-

an intuitive way.

port so the user by understand the committed con-

The development process underlay the normal
cycles of collecting the requirements of the users
(over the partners and their deliverables/reports)
which flows into a mockup and an example design.
After this, we are going to implement the features
in the portal and at the end it will be evaluated. If
there will be some problems, the cycle repeats up
to the problem is solved. The portal will be designed for teachers and students. Both parties will
use the portal only for providing or using learning
objects. So the portal needs easy to use interfaces, which can also understand by non computer
experts. This is especially a big challenge, because
modern e-learning platforms provide a large list of
functionalities und configurability, which makes the
usage often more difficult. But most of the functions are not required for the general work with the
portal. So the interface should hide unnecessary options that are not required for the normal work with
the portal. Of course, if a user needs these special
features they must be viewable.
Another challenge is the presentation of provided
content in courses. In some cases used documents
or rather learning objects will be used in more than
one course, it is helpful for students if they can
observe in which courses a selected learning object
is used. Further more it can be useful if relations
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tents of the course. The presentation is similar to
mind maps or semantic relations, similar to related
contents in the semantic web. The presentation of
the context and relations between objects is a help
for users by exploring the contents and also by finding relevant learning objects. Because of this fact,
we will implement the SemaVis-framework into
the portal. The SemaVis-framework was developed
for visualizing semantics data source, which allows
the user a more adequate and abstract interaction
metaphor for the exploration of existing knowledge
content. The metadata which are used in modern
e-learning portals are a prwwe-stage of the semantic web or rather the possibilities of metadata
inspired the semantic web. Next to this, with the
editing module in the SemaVis-framework another
adequate tool exists for providing only necessary
editing options for committing contents to the portal. So the editing module limited the functions of
the basic once, so that the use of the portal overall
becomes easier.
In consequence the interaction through the portal becomes more intuitive, because navigating
through abstract data visualization is closer to the
understanding of people. The development process
underlay the normal cycles of collecting the requirements of the users (over the partners and their
deliverables/reports) which flows into a mockup

and an example design. After this, we are going to

and exploit e- services. The curriculum will adopt

implement the features in the portal and at the end

a blended learning approach, using a combination

it will be evaluated. If there will be some problems,

of ICT based learning, as well as more traditional

the cycle repeats up to the problem is solved.

forms of learning such as seminars etc. Innovative
and relevant e-learning content will be developed
that will support various training scenarios which

NEEDS

will be tested with rural population. In addition, a
DESIGN

Web based portal will be designed which will provide a collection and categorisation of e-services

EVALUATE

IMPLEMENT

that can support rural population. A set of policy
recommendations is planned to be developed for
EU agencies, National Governments and Rural

Figure 4 - Human-Computer Interaction Process

administrations.

In concrete it means that the needs are primary

The project final results are expected to be put into

written in the reports and deliverables of user

practice in several ways:

needs analysis report. These are the general to
regarded needs. By regarding these aspects we are
going to develop a design and concept for the portal, basing on an existing portal. After implementing
and improving the portal, it will be evaluated, if all
aspects have been regarded.

6. Main Results and
Expected Uses
RURALeNTER will analyse the needs of population
in the rural areas of Greece, Austria, Spain and
Romania who have different types and levels of
e-services and deployment. It will look at the degree of awareness within rural population of such
services and review their status in the participating
countries. A vocational training curriculum will also
be developed in order to help the target users use

(a) The participating rural population will be able
to access an online portal of digital training
content, and use them as a self-paced medium of acquiring skills and competences that
will help them make effective use of existing
e-services. Results can be promoted through
the regional associations of population in each
country, in order to outline the new opportunities to their communities. Rural population
from all regions in each country will be able to
access the digital training resources that will
be produced by the project, and receive the
training offered.
(b) The participating central and regional public
authorities can promote existing e- services
through their description and categorization
in the RURALeNTER portal. Moreover, they
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can create training programs building on the

their training should be supported. Additionally, the

already developed content of the project (or

fact that many services are physically located in ur-

additional material, such as guidelines and best

ban areas is a discrimination that the project tries

practices) in order to furthermore promote

to address. Thus this project aims to help improve

the use of these services in their regions. The

the quality, attractiveness and accessibility of the

transfer of knowledge between the different

opportunities for lifelong learning for rural areas

countries participating in the project can help

citizens. Also it will evolve population of all ages in

regional authorities develop from scratch or

lifelong learning opportunities including disadvan-

re-design existing e-services in a more efficient

taged groups regardless of their socio-economic

and effective manner for the population in their

background.

areas. Finally, the policy recommendations will
be directed to decision makers (ministries, professional associations, etc.) both on a national
as well as on a regional level, so that further
political actions can be supported.
(c) Training organisations in rural areas may take

RURALeNTER is clearly describing its main objectives, as well as quantifies its expected results. The
workplan focuses entirely on developing a training framework that can lead directly to improved
lifelong learning outcomes and greater access to
quality adult education and training for all with a

advantage of the results of the project in order

desire to learn. It outlines a vision of what can be

to develop and offer alternative/complemen-

achieved with adequate investment, and provides

tary training solutions for professionals in their

a concrete set of guidelines and recommenda-

areas, e.g. ones that particularly focus on how

tions that can achieve that vision – a plan with

to operate a specific case of e-services.

clear targets, clear objectives, clear priorities, and
a management plan that will ensure continuous
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7. Conclusions

evaluation and feedback. In each WP, an appropri-

The main RURALeNTER idea is to support the de-

results, and address the stated objectives. All

velopment of innovative ICT-based content, servic-

activities are well scheduled, and indicators to mea-

es, pedagogies and practices for lifelong learning

sure their results will be defined with the beginning

for adult population in rural areas. Related studies

of the project. The first step of the project is to

around Europe indicate that the citizens in these

prepare a Management Structure and Plan that will

areas have fewer opportunities than the citizens of

describe the management structure of the project,

urban areas, and this is reflected to their educa-

and will define the quality assurance procedure

tional profile and qualifications. Therefore, they are

to be followed to ensure efficient, balanced and

considered as candidate for discriminations and

transparent cooperation while active planning and

ate methodology is used in order to produce these

control of the project will make possible to measure

Proc. of the EFITA/WCCA 2007 Conference on

interim results, to forecast the final result and to

“Environmental and rural sustainability through

take advantage of experiences that may be useful to

ICT”, Glaskow, UK, July

future expansion and projects.

3.

Haddad, Wadi D. And Draxler, A. (2002) “Tech-

Finally it should be stressed that RURALeNTER aims

nologies for Education”, UNESCO/Academy for

to transfer knowledge and best practices from coun-

Educational Development. Washington, D.C.

tries advanced in ICT services to ones where such services are yet under development. This cross-regional

4.

Perspectives of Technological Innovation”, Euro-

and cross-disciplinary partnership assures that the

pean Federation for Information Technologies in

project results will be developed, validated and pro-

Agriculture, Food and the Environment (EFITA),

moted in a wide range of actors and policy makers.
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1. Introduction

the point of view of different stakeholders linked to

In 2010, the European Commission agreed on a new

tion. Finally, a desktop research was conducted

typology of predominantly rural, intermediate and

in order to identify the status of the information

predominantly urban regions based on a variation

society in European rural settings.

of the previously used OECD methodology. According to this definition, 28% of the EU population live
in regions classified as “predominantly rural” [1].
However, rural communities are still considered one
of the disadvantaged groups in Europe, due to their
physical distance and isolation from larger communities. Indeed, the rate of growth and employment, as
well as the level of education, is lower in rural than in
other areas. Furthermore, many services are physically located in urban areas, adversely affecting rural
development. Consequently, the gap between rural

This paper presents the results of the study. It first
lists the training needs identified in adult rural communities. Second, positive and negative aspects that
characterize rural areas are pointed out, that should
be taken into account in order to develop successful
training programmes. Finally, a set of recommendations is provided, regarding the way life-long learning initiatives should adapt to the identified opportunities and challenges.

and urban areas has increased over the last years.

2. Methodology

According to the 2010 Report on Rural Development

Three focus groups have been organized in four EU

in the European Union [2], human potential is a key

countries (Austria, Greece, Spain and Romania) with

factor for the development of rural areas. Further-

different training institutions (e.g. Chamber of com-

more, life-long learning is considered a good instru-

merce, training providers, telecentres, etc.) in order

ment to improve the skills of workers and favours

to gather in-depth data about rural communities

economic development. However, it is often less

characteristics, and to identify the current level of

used and progressing more slowly in rural areas.

ICT awareness, as well as the training needs of the

In 2010, in the context of the RURALeNTER project,
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the rural world regarding the status of adult educa-

adult population.

a study was conducted in four countries (Austria,

In order to obtain data on a broader level, a

Greece, Romania and Spain) in order to analyse the

national user needs questionnaire was developed

situation of rural areas regarding life-long learn-

with the purpose to collect the point of view of

ing opportunities and ICT services deployment.

different stakeholders linked to the rural world, and

First, national workshops were conducted with rural

especially connected to adult training. The aim of

training institutions, in order to analyse adult com-

this survey was to map the current training oppor-

munities’ current level of ICT awareness and train-

tunities available for the rural adult populations,

ing needs. Furthermore, national surveys collected

as well as to identify training needs in rural areas

regarding digital technologies. The questionnaire

• Multiplication of job opportunities – become

was distributed in four countries (Austria, Greece,

aware of professional opportunities, as well as

Romania and Spain) to more than 180 institutions.

the ways to reach them, by effectively searching

In total, 45 questionnaires were gathered.

for and accessing the necessary information on

A desktop research was conducted in the same
countries, and provided comprehensive reviews of

the Internet;
• Professional and economic development – ac-

the characteristics of rural areas and populations,

quire knowledge necessary to enlarge local busi-

as well as the Internet deployment and life-long

nesses and support the economic development;

learning status. Moreover, local initiatives for
promoting life-long learning and ICT deployment in
rural settings were identified.

3. Identification of
Training Needs for the
Adult Rural Communities

• Flexible learning opportunities – access courses
adapted to rural space-time constraints;
• Training for trainers – learn about social software
and issues related to rural context specificities;
• Specific goal-driven scenarios –contextualize the
use of ICT tools to specific rural contexts;
• Contact and exchange of experiences and

The results of the workshops and national surveys

practices with other cultures – collaborate with

show, for each country, users training requirements,

other telecentres / communities that face similar

most of them common to all the countries. The

situations and needs, in order to exchange good

most common ones are listed below:

practices;

• Digital literacy – acquire basic ICT skills and
become aware of the possibilities offered by the
Internet in specific rural contexts;
• Awareness regarding e-services – learn about
such as e-government, e-commerce (e-agriculture, e-tourism) and e-health in order to improve
life quality and opportunities;
• Awareness regarding 2.0 social networking tools

• Stimulation of a new learning culture – be involved in learning activities throughout life;
• Access to public services – access to ICT equipment and public administration offices.
Thus, the main training needs are related to basic
digital skills, as well as Internet awareness: eservices on one side (with a high level of interest
regarding e-government and e-administration), and

– learn how to use tools such as blogs, Facebook,

social networking tools on the other side. Regard-

etc., to open to the world and promote their local

ing professional development, rural adult communi-

activities;

ties need to acquire skills on how to look for job
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opportunities on the Internet. Moreover, the surveys

rural economy has undergone major changes. The

enabled the formulation of more specific needs

new dynamics of today’s society affect the con-

in each country, such as access to flexible learn-

figuration of the rural economic system, which has

ing opportunities, specific goal-driven scenarios,

become more diversified.

and training for trainers, all of which appeared be
adaptable to the reality of other countries.

4. Opportunities and
Challenges for Rural
Development and LLL
On the basis of the results mentioned above, as
well as the ones of the desktop study, this section
describes critical aspects that characterize rural
areas, identified as opportunities or constraints,
which should be taken into account while developing life-long learning initiatives.

4.1. Characteristics of Rural Areas
Opportunities
In spite of their physical isolation and the particular
challenges they face regarding growth, jobs and
sustainability, rural areas offer real opportunities

tourism rural areas currently generate, this sector is constantly developing, and constitutes an
important source of economic diversification
in many EU countries. Indeed, some rural areas
presently enjoy intense tourism, such as the Austrian alpine region.
• Momentum of the agrarian sector: In spite of
the diversification of rural economy, agriculture
remains dominant in EU rural settings, providing
a stable source of employment. As an example, in
Spain, the farming sector comprises one quarter
of total rural workers. Moreover, the growing
interest in ecological agriculture offers significant
commercial opportunities.
• Development of the service sector: Services are
constantly growing, thus participating in the economic diversification of rural areas. This sector is
the most important in Austria and in Spain.

in terms of their potential for growth in new sec-

Due to these opportunities, rural areas cannot be clas-

tors, the provision of rural amenities and tourism,

sified as economically and structurally weak areas. For

and their attractiveness as a place in which to live.

example, in Romania, the unemployment rate is much

Moreover, they preserve the social fabric and tradi-

lower in rural (5.2%) than urban areas (8.8%).

tional way of life. The following positive characteristics of rural areas can act as facilitators for their
local development:
• Diversification of the economy: Recently, the EU
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• Development of the tourism sector: Due to the

Challenges
The following critical aspects towards rural development were identified as barriers to growth, jobs
and sustainability:

• Low density: Rural areas are characterized by low

In spite of the progressive economic diversifica-

population density, especially in Romania, limiting

tion of rural areas, the agrarian sector remains

economic development potential.

dominant in some countries.

• Progressive ageing: EU rural areas are generally characterized by ageing populations. For
example, the percentage of the Spanish rural
population over 65 years of age is 22.3%. In
Greece, young people leave rural areas, so most
of the population living there is 55 and over. In

4.2. Profile of Adult Rural
Population
Opportunities
The gap between EU rural and urban populations is

Romania, the rural population corresponds to 9.7

getting smaller due to the following factors:

million inhabitants, of which 2.4 million are aged

• Bridging the digital gap: Rural populations fea-

60 and over. Moreover, the birth-rate is especially

ture an important growth rate compared to the

low in these areas.

past with respect to Internet literacy and com-

• “Masculinization” of the population: In Spain, it
has been observed that the number of men is

puter usage.
• Bridging the educational gap: In Austria, the

higher than women in rural areas, due to the

educational gap between rural and urban areas is

migration of women to urban areas where there

getting smaller, as there are almost no differ-

are more professional opportunities.

ences in the participation rate in adult education.

• Unemployment (especially for women and young
people): In most countries, the unemployment
rate in rural areas is higher than in urban areas, which contributes to their slower economic
growth.
• Migration to urban areas: Generally, the population, especially young people and women, tends
to go to urban areas where the employment
opportunities increase and the cultural offering
is wider. This is also due to the lack of sanitary,
educational and telecommunication infrastructures available in rural areas.
• Grouping of the population in the agrarian sector:

Challenges
Life-long learning and ICT deployment still constitutes a challenge in rural Europe:
• Persistence of the digital gap: In Greece, the
digital gap has broadened for the elderly and less
educated people. However, it remains almost unchanged with respect to inactive people, women
and middle-aged people. Also, most of the EU
rural adult communities still have low ICT skills.
• Low level of adult education: In Spain, the levels
of literacy and education are strongly linked
to the size of the municipalities. According to
2001 Census data, within rural municipalities,
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the illiteracy rate was 3% and the percentage of

cated national support program, called “Learn-

population with no education 16%, while in urban

ing Regions”, is part of the Programme for Rural

municipalities, these data were, respectively, 2%

Development 2007-2013. The goal of a learn-

and 8%. Romania is among the last countries in

ing region is to build a network to develop and

Europe for indicators such as the participation

implement in the regions. Moreover, Ländliches

of 25-64 year olds in education and training, and

Fortbildungsinstitut1 (LFI) is one of the major pro-

the early school-leaving rate.

viders of adult education in rural areas. In Spain,

• Space-time constraints: It is sometimes difficult
for trainees to access training institutions. Furthermore, training providers have to adapt their
activities to the rhythms of life and work of rural
citizens.

4.3. Life-long Learning Status
Opportunities
Thanks to several governmental and non-governmental initiatives, there has been multiplication of
training opportunities for adult rural populations,
both provided by public and private institutions, such
as specific institutions for adults, telecentres, social
initiative institutions, unions, neighbourhood associations, local corporations, etc. As a consequence, the

are being conducted, such as the Avanza plan2,
PEBA3 , Telecentros program4, and the program
for sustainable rural development. In Greece, a
digital plan for 2006-2013, which aims at realizing a “digital leap”, is creating a prolific ground
for the development of e-services. This particular
digital plan takes into account relevant European
and international policies (e.g. i20105). In Romania, several programmes, such as the Knowledge
Economy Project – KEP, the Sistem Educational
Informatizat6 - SEI (IT-Based Educational System) and the Rural Education Project - REP, can
enhance learning in rural areas.
• Growth of the participation rate in training programs: The number of adults involved in train-

rural development:

ing activities is growing in all the participating

In Austria, as a strategy for life-long learning
and regional knowledge management, a dedi-
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velopment, as well as for bridging the digital gap,

following aspects were observed as opportunities for

• Multiplication of national policies and programs:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

significant programs for the rural economic de-

http://www.lfi.at/
http://www.planavanza.es/
http://www.bandaancha.es/Englishinformation/Paginas/PEBAInformation.aspx
http://www.telecentros.es/
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/eeurope/i2010/index_en.htm
http://portal.edu.ro/

countries. For instance, Austria presents almost no
differences in the participation rate in adult education between rural and urban areas. According to

a 2003 micro census, more than 20% of the adult
population participate in education activities.
• Increase of the adult training offer: Generally,
training offers Ware widely available and regional
training institutions are already well positioned.
The Spanish and Romanian telecentres offer
a wide range of training courses, both face to

4.4. Technical Aspects
Opportunities
In the participating countries, there is generally a
priority to stimulate supply and increase access to
broadband communications and adapted equipment
in rural areas.

face and virtual, on different topics, including

Internet deployment: Both in Spain and Austria,

digital literacy. In Greece, training is offered from

the Internet connectivity and broadband access

Schools of Second Opportunity (for those indi-

is developed throughout the country, thanks to

viduals who have not completed their obligatory

significant efforts from the governments. Indeed,

education), Adult Education Centres, Schools for

99% of the Spanish population has broadband

Parents, Committees of Prefectures for Popular

coverage. 70% of Austrian households have access

Training (for trainees regardless their education

to the Internet and there are almost no discrepan-

level), and Institutes of Vocational Training.

cies between rural and urban areas.Also, penetra-

Challenges

tion of broadband internet access is relatively high.
In Greece, some initiatives are being developed in

Many needs are still to be tackled in order to

order to expand broadband coverage, such as the

provide training offers specifically adapted to rural

‘Broadband Action Plan’ and the ‘Broadband Access

adult populations.

Development in Underserved Territories’ plan.

Lack of local training opportunities: In Austria, there

Access to ICT equipment: Telecentres enable rural

should be a stronger distinction between profes-

citizens to use computers and offer free Internet

sional and personal courses. In Spain, in spite of the

access. They are generally equipped with ADSL, WIFI,

diversification of the adult training offer, many needs

scanners, printers, etc.

are still to be tackled, such as access to ICT courses
adapted to professional development. In Greece,

Challenges

there is no identified training offer / ICT services

Slow deployment: In spite of the efforts of the gov-

targeting specifically rural populations. In Roma-

ernments, ICT equipments and Internet connection

nia, there are few possibilities for physical access,

remain of low quality in many EU remote areas.

precarious learning conditions, poverty, and relatively

Access to basic ICT equipment: In some cases,

high costs of education, all constituting obstacles to

training institutions are still equipped with low

training in rural settings.

quality computers and Internet connections.
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5. Recommendations for
Successful LLL in Rural
Areas
Below is a set of recommendations that life-long
learning initiatives should take into in order to be
in line with the potential and weaknesses in rural
areas, thus ensuring successful training opportunities adapted to the EU rural picture.
Characteristics of rural areas
Economic diversification of rural areas should be
encouraged by providing training resources related
to different professional sectors, such as agriculture, services and tourism.
Young people should be trained in skills needed for the
diversification of the local economy, which can tap into
demand for tourism, environmental services, traditional
rural practices and quality products.
A proactive approach to training and retraining
farmers should be developed, particularly regard-

should be proposed, including elders, who constitute an
important part of the EU rural populations.
Profile of adult rural population
Dedicated solutions should be proposed to each rural
target group, including immigrants and the long
term unemployed.
Given the low level of digital literacy identified in EU
rural areas, training initiatives should include basic
ICT courses as a basis for more specific and contextualized ICT courses.
Rural adult populations generally show a preference for face to face training. However, models that
combine traditional and new training practices such
as blended learning could be used.
Training programs should be designed and organized
according to the rhythms of life and work of rural
populations.
Life-long learning opportunities

ing transferable skills and encouraging the take-up

Training topics should be in line with the training

and diffusion of ICT. Furthermore, special attention

offers available in rural communities. Training should

should be accorded to ecological agriculture, which

aim to raise rural citizens’ awareness of the oppor-

can bring significant opportunities and sustainable

tunities offered by ICT tools, both at personal and

solutions.

professional levels.

E-skills training (related to e-business and e-

National policies and programs

commerce) should be proposed through community

Many governmental and non-governmental initia-

structures in order to facilitate IT take-up by local
farms and rural businesses.
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Solutions for social and e-inclusion for all profiles

tives aim to promote sustainable rural development.
Training initiatives should take them into account,

The entry of women into the labour market should

informing the related policy makers in order to use

be promoted.

the relevant channels to disseminate the project

objectives, reach the relevant target users in an

encouraging the entry of women into the rural labour

adequate way, and use the resources that these

market, and by training young people in skills needed

programs offer.

for the diversification of the local economy. More-

Technical aspect

over, the take-up and diffusion of ICT and digital
services appear as essential for diversification, as

E-learning solutions should be compatible with low

well as for local development, the provision of local

quality ICT equipment (e.g. low power hardware and

services and the promotion of e-inclusion.

software) and weak internet connections.

6. Conclusions
This paper has described the results of a study
conducted in four European countries in the context of the RURALeNTER project, including national
workshops with training institutions, national surveys
with different stakeholders linked to the rural world,
as well as desktop studies aiming to identify the
status of life-long learning and digital development
in European rural communities.
This process has provided insight into the current level of ICT awareness in European adult rural
communities, as well as into the status of currently
offered digital services and training available to
citizens in rural areas. Furthermore, the study high-

There is a need for initial training in order to popularize technologies by teaching their uses. Indeed,
community members need to become aware of the
possibilities that digital technologies offer them,
according to the rural context and interests, both
at personal and professional levels. This need is
partially fulfilled as several initiatives have tackled
it. However, as ICT proficiency develops, there are
new emerging needs for more specific goal-driven
training offer. Therefore, it is important to integrate
technologies into the daily life of rural communities,
in order to promote their rich resources and give
them a better position in the information society.
This constitutes a further step for rural life-long
learning.

lights various positive aspects that characterize rural
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1. Abstract

in the Information Communication Technolo-

The requirements on today’s employees have been

the basis of creating new effective and efficient

changed in the past. Today the western world needs

systems that allow a higher productivity or quality

significant more well educated employees, often

and decrease the production cost, which is neces-

named as experts. To be attractive for the job mar-

sary for stable companies. One aim of these new

ket the employees have to stay up-to-date and to

technologies is to provide more possibilities for the

improve their skills continuously, so lifelong-learn-

“common” user, so they are able to stay informed

ing becomes important for the business carrier. But

about sociological and sociographical changes in

especially this advanced learning becomes difficult

an easy and cost reduced way over the internet.

for people in rural regions. The existing strategies
like improving skills on adult education centres is
not appropriated for the rural population because
of e.g. traveling costs. To solve this discriminating
circumstance is the main goal of the RURALeNTER
project. The project aims to develop a new approach how advanced education can be provided to
the rural population by using modern technologies
over internet. The effective use of specifically to the
requirements of rural population developed internet tools enables even for beginners the possibility
to be similar effective as the advanced training
that is provided in urban regions in the traditional

So ICT allows a wide range of possibilities, also for
providing educational technologies. In this context
ICT can contribute to achieve universal education
across country borders, by transferring education
and training, and offering improving conditions
for lifelong learning. So ICT allows encompassing adults that are not participating to the formal
education process, and improving their professional
skills (UNESCO, 2009), because skills are today the
main factor for wealth in a society.
In the past the focus led more in the education of
the youth, but because of the demographic changes

form. The resulting approach was tested and used

in most of the European countries, this is not suffi-

amongst others in Spain, Austria and Romania.

cient anymore. Next to well-educated young adults,

Keywords: e-learning, learning strategy, learning in
rural areas, learning of adult populations.

2. Introduction
The today society, especially the western world, is
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gies (ICT). These technological developments are

also the middle-aged adults are highly relevant for
the advancement of a society. But for the older
population a different and specific approach is
required, because the established ways of education like they are known from schools are not so
effective for these people.

stamped by “lifelong learning”. This is because of

For this education another challenge has to be

the increasing technological development primary

faced in the learning environments. There exist too

urban regions is often not such a big deal, because

3. Scope And Structure Of
the RURALeNTER Project

here you find organisation like adult education cen-

The project consortium consists of seven partners

tres, where adults of all ages can learn new skills or

from six countries which are member of the Europe-

bring their knowledge in special disciplines up-to-

an Union and one European associated partner. The

date. In difference to urban regions, rural areas do

project is managed by Ellinogermaniki Agogi, a greek

not have such organizations. In rural areas the only

private educational institution. The Austrian partners

bigger access to information is often the internet.

are the Federal Ministry of Education, The Arts and

So for offering a similar education opportunity

Culture (BMUKK) and the consultant company “die

like in urban regions, a new approach is required,

Berater”. From Belgium the audio-visual and infor-

preferable by using IC Technologies, because here it

mation technologies company (ATiT) is contributing

does not matter, if you are using them in urban or

their specialisation in the integration of informa-

rural areas.

tion and communications technologies in training,

The European project RURALeNTER has investigat-

education and culture sectors. The German Fraun-

many differences between educational strategies
for urban and for rural areas[1]. The education in

ed in its research work ways for conveying knowledge through established ICT methods especially
for adults and elderly population in rural area. This

hofer Society (FhG) as expert for applied research
is participating as technology partner. Furthermore
INNOVATE4FUTURE, the centre for advanced educa-

paper will introduce the RURALeNTER project and

tional solutions and the University of Barcelona (UB)

the research results, on which researchers of seven

from Spain are also partners of the RURALeNTER

European countries are involved in different roles,

project. As European associated partner Ynternet.org

to create an approach for providing lifelong learn-

Foundation from Switzerland enriches the consor-

ing in rural areas. The out coming approach was

tium of the project with his experiences.

tested and evaluated compared to others in Spain,

The approach for rural learning were tested and

Austria and Romania. The goal of the project is to

used amongst others in Spain, Austria and Romania.

try and provide an approach for adult education in
rural areas. This approach is supported by developed central IC Technologies to provide an information exchange between the adult people, but also
with their contact person/trainers.

Like it was described, the project aims to develop
a new approach for supporting learning of adult
people in rural areas over the internet. For the understanding of the needs and requirements for such
an approach, the first step of the projects was an
analysis for the needs of rural users. This includes
an analysis of the technical situation of rural areas,
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an analysis what is necessary for these people for
increasing the professions of the people to improve
their chances for the employment market. But also
the individual expectations of the rural users have to
be considered. These analyses were made in workshops in Spain, Austria and Romania and are representative for most European rural areas. The results

A study was conducted in four countries (Austria,
Greece, Romania and Spain) in order to analyse the
situation of rural areas regarding lifelong learning
opportunities and ICT services deployment.

were merged to get a single requirements document.

First, three focus groups were organized in three EU

In the next workpackage the learning content has

ent training institutions (e.g. Chamber of commerce,

countries (Greece, Spain and Romania) with differ-

to be designed and developed relating to require-

training providers, telecentres, etc.) in order to

ment analysis. The content is specially developed

gather analyse the current level of ICT awareness, as

for the defined target group, the rural population,

well as the training needs of the adult population. In

and designed to be distributed over the internet. So

order to obtain data on a broader level, national sur-

the materials are easy descriptive and enriched with

veys in four countries (Austria, Greece, Romania and

multimedia elements so that it becomes attractive
for the users.

Spain) collected the point of view of 45 stakeholders
linked to the rural world, and enabled to analyse the
status of adult education in rural settings. Finally,

The workpackage Portal and Social Networking Tools

a desktop research was conducted in the same

Development is the most technical part and has the

countries, and provided comprehensive reviews of

goal to develop an easy understandable learning por-

the characteristics of rural areas and populations, as

tal that provides the learning material. Furthermore

well as ICT deployment and life-long learning status.

it has to be designed as contact point for questions

As a result of the study, a set of training needs in

and discussion of the users. This supports a commu-

adult rural communities was identified. The main

nity learning over the internet.

training needs are related to digital literacy (acquire

For evaluating the learning strategy and the developed
materials and technologies, the workpackage Training
Implementation and Validation aims to validate the
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4. Needs Analysis of Rural
Users

basic ICT skills) and Internet awareness (become
aware of the possibilities offered by e-government,
e-administration and social networking tools).
Regarding professional development, rural adult

developed approaches practically. It offers a feedback

communities need to acquire skills on how to look

from rural users that allow an evaluation against the

for job opportunities on the Internet. Moreover, the

project goals and objectives in a final step.

surveys enabled the formulation of more specific

needs in each country, such as access to flexible

ing models) and to identify what type of e-learning

learning opportunities, specific goal-driven scenarios,

content may support such strategies for the train-

and training for trainers on social networking tools,

ing of adult rural population. After this phase, it will

all of which appeared be adaptable to the reality of

identify which training content should be provided to

other countries.

the adult rural population of the project (the training

Furthermore, the study pointed out opportunities
(such as the diversification of the economy) and
constraints (such as unemployment and progres-

curriculum), develop/collect the necessary content
in a digital format, and describe/publish it in the
RURALeNTER Portal.

sive ageing of the populations) that characterize

The determining of adequate e-learning comes along

rural areas, and that should be taken into account

with a widespread review of blended learning models

in order to develop successful training programmes.

for education and training, which have been previous-

As a result, a set of recommendations was provided,

ly applied in training ICT. Thus, it will become possible

regarding the way lifelong learning initiatives should

to identify relevant requirements for the digital ICT

adapt to the identified characteristics of rural areas.

training content of the project, so that it facilitates

Generally, a picture has emerged of the importance

the implementation of such models.

of promoting diversification of the rural economy,

An optimal learning model also includes a fitting

by providing training resources related to different

training curriculum. The identification of an ad-

professional sectors, such as agriculture, services

equate training curriculum is also part of this work-

and tourism. Training initiatives should adapt to

package. This will be dealing with introducing ICT

the specificities of rural communities, by promot-

topics and benefits, and presenting then a series of

ing digital literacy, encouraging the entry of rural

selected ICT services as regional case studies.

women into the labor market, and organizing flexible
programs that take into account the rhythms of life
and work of rural populations.

5. Design and Development
of Adequat Learning
Contents

With the knowledge of the described aspects, the
digital training content was developed, which covers the topics of the curriculum, available in one
of the languages used in the project. For a better
understanding of the content, they are enriched
with multimedia elements. Digital training content
objects are described with educational metadata
and are be published/indexed in the RURALeNTER

The general goal of this workpackage is to study

Portal. Thereupon a series of proposed training sce-

training strategies that combine traditional forms

narios was designed that will be inspired from the

of learning with e-learning content (blended learn-

blended learning models and will take advantage
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of the developed digital training content. These will

the way to provide the content. The identified us-

have to be specific for each group of adult rural

ers that are addressed with this project are often

population of the project.

computer beginners. To offer them a website which
they are able to use and understand must be easy

6. Portal for Social
Networtking and
Content Providing
The Fraunhofer IGD is mainly responsible for the

and clearly defined. So the menu is reduced to a
single item, and there is also just one content area.
The navigation structure which is displayed to the
learners (rural users) is flat so it does not become
too difficult to understand the page structure.

development of the RURALeNTER web-portal. Next
to the technical challenges, it is necessary to conceptualize an adequate interface for users to the
portal, to ensure an easy access to ICT services and
contents also for inexperienced ICT-Users.
For achieving this goal, a concept for facilitation
by simplification and user experience was de-

Figure 2. Screenshot of
the RURALeNTER portal
(left: frontpage, right:
course view)

veloped [2]. The simplification comes along with
the functionality reduction, but this reduces the
possibilities too. To avoid this side-effect, a rolebased approach was realized. The integration of 4
hierarchical roles enables the possibility, that with
every higher role the functionalities increase too.
The lowest role is that of an unregistered visitor,
which just have read access to the courses and the
learning materials. A registered visitor gets also the
possibility to write comments and get in contact
with other portal users. The role of trainers has
further functionalities for adding and organizing
courses and course materials. The highest role is
defined for administrators. They can also change
general portal configurations. But simplification
addresses also the entire website navigation and
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To support the learning process it is also necessary
the technical system becomes attractive for the
users. Next to technical aspects for usability, there
are also subjective aspects like the emotional feeling
during the use of a system. This emotional aspect
is in focus of user experience. For supporting and

to define the development process [2]. The progress

7. Validation by Training
Events

starts by collecting the user requirements and defin-

The validation of the RURALeNTER portal, con-

ing the entire goal of the website and finished with

tent, and training activities builds the basis for a

last phase, the visual design where the final presen-

sustainable implementation in the rural areas in

tation primitives like color, font, size etc. are set.

Europe. To ensure a good validation of the differ-

A special aspect is the integration of social-network

ent project cycles, two pilot periods were defined

regarding aspects that will ensure user experience,
the development progress by Garrett [3] was taken

tools. But to consider the fact that communication
for people in rural areas is limited, it is an important
feature. To discuss topics or just asking questions
about unknown und not understood issues the only

to collect feedback from the ICT-trainers and from
the participants. The main objective of this procedure was to enable an in-depth analysis of required
improvements and adaption needs of the RURAL-

possibility is often to do this using the internet by

eNTER training and portal

asking other learners or maybe trainers. But in fact

This approach aims to elicit appropriate education

internal messaging services of portals are often

strategies in rural areas in different European re-

used with formal speech, so that the problem is not

gions as well as to investigate the learning impact

named clearly. In consequence also the received

on the adult trainees. The main aim is to optimize

answer does often not really helps. By integrating

the final products for long-term implementation,

currently existing social-networking portals, e.g. the

and to bring the concept of lifelong learning to

currently most famous social-network facebook, this

rural areas all across Europe.

communication gab can be decreased.

The pilot training workshops are organized and

The final portal [5] regards most of the aspects

carried out in order to assess the degree to which

that provides rural users an easy access to the

the training has been successful in meeting the

learning materials. It also regards the emotional

needs of the rural trainees, to gain feedback on the

aspect, which generates a positive usage feeling.

usability of the RURALeNTER products and gather

The developed learning content of the workpack-

information on the exploitation potential to differ-

age Design and Development of Adequate Learn-

ent local settings.

ing Contents is integrated into the final portal.

Based on the results of the “User Needs Analyses” a

The content is sub-sectioned in the courses by its

focus on face-to-face workshops or alternatively on

logical order, so that it is similar with the cognitive

blended learning methods (face-to-face workshops

learning and study habits and supports also the

combined with complementary online training) was

general learning process.

chosen. In order to ensure the comparability of the
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outcomes of these training events, guidelines for

felt addressed by the RURALeNTER training offers.

conducting these trainings and reporting templates

Data from 37 adults who attended the first pilot

for collecting data were developed by the validation

trainings in Austria, Spain and Switzerland are

WP-leader (BMUKK). The evaluation team (ATiT) of

available by now. One common characteristic is the

the project designed pre- and post-training ques-

heterogeneity of the trainees.

tionnaires to assess the feedback of adult trainees
on the success of the training in meeting their needs.

retired persons, to workers, administrative staff,

The second focus was to collect in-depth, qualita-

unemployed persons, migrants and house-wifes) as

tive data on the RURALeNTER-portal and on the

well as for the different level of prior ICT compe-

available e-content. The main objective is to gain

tencies which range from absolute beginners to ad-

information on specific, local implementation

vanced users. The age-range of trainees is between

capacities. During in-depth interviews with ran-

18 and 72 and the main motives to participate in

domly selected trainees and trainers this qualitative

the trainings were:

information is collected. As the piloting process is
still in its final phase, selected preliminary results
of the first validation period are available allow for
first conclusions on the success and acceptance of
the RURALeNTER products.
First, the success of the RURALeNTER-training
goes in close alignment with its adaption to
local needs and training prerequisites.

• To learn about computers and Internet (beginners)
• To improve ICT-skills for job use and to easier the
daily life (low ICT-skills)
• To be independent of somebody else’s assistance
(beginners)
• To be interested in improving searching-skills
(low ICT-skills)

In Austria (training for the elderly) and Switzerland

• To learn more about the computer and Internet

(training for migrants) the portal and the training

through practical workshops (basic-medium

materials were used under very specific training

ICT-skills)

sessions and were developed to fit specific target
groups’ needs.
Spain on the other hand, aimed to offer multi-part
training courses in order to reach variety of potential target groups through the existing tele-center
learning environment and infrastructure in Spain.
Accross all countries, a broad range of user-groups
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This is valid for their professional background (from

• To learn about specific topics such as safety on
the Internet and e-Government (basic-medium)
• To get to know the ICT tools used by their children, communicate with the school and the other
parents (basic-medium)
• To get to know a new online ICT-training platform (low-medium)

• To improve Internet-related competencies (medium, advanced)
One first conclusion of these differences in descriptive characteristics of the target groups and of the

economy that makes advanced education indispensable, because most companies are working
with modern technologies. The usage of such a system often forces high requirements to their users.

long list of participation motives is that there is

For enabling a similarly high level education also

a real need for the RURALeNTER training in rural

for rural adult people in this paper the RURAL-

areas.

eNTER project is described, in which an approach

When the evaluation of the qualitative interviews,
the questionnaires, that measure the learning
impact will be finalised by end of this year, further
implications will be visible and also published by
the evaluation team (ATiT). Reports from first pilot
training events indicate that the developed products are about to meet the needs of rural participants and can be used in a broad range of training
settings. As pilot training sessions took place under
different settings it can be assumed that the specific implementation strategies of different countries
based on varying target-user needs was successful
as a broad range of adult rural users responded to
the specific training offers.

is developed to support learning in rural areas. The
learning strategy orients on the requirements on
today’s employees and also on the requirements
of the rural population towards advanced learning
topics and environments. The strategy is mainly
driven by learning over the internet, which allows
most rural people to use it. The content is specially
designed and developed for the use of learning over
the internet. Furthermore the aspects are described
in easy understandable way and enriched with
multimedia elements. The content is integrated into
an worldwide available portal, the RURALeNTER
portal. It is specially designed to support low computer experienced rural users. To achieve that, the
portal is developed to regard different significant

8. Conclusion

aspects, like a simple access to the provided learn-

The RURALeNTER project aims to support especial-

for users to keep him motivated. In training ac-

ly rural adult people with prenominal less computer

tivities the pedagogical aspects were tested in a

experience in advanced learning by using a learn-

practical environment. Therefore different kinds of

ing strategy over the internet. This is necessary,

participants were addressed like elderly or migrant

because the rural population have less opportuni-

people. During these training activities feedbacks

ties in contrast to people in urban regions, because

and other relevant information are collected for

they do not have equal possibility for improving

evaluating the defined and specified approaches

their skills e.g. in adult education centres. But it is

against the goals and objective of the project.

ing materials and also to be emotional attractive

also important because of the rapid changes in the
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The results of the project are relevant for most
challenges in education in rural areas. They can be
a common approach also for commercial educa-
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1. Abstract

2. Introduction

Τhe article aims to highlight the educational poten-

“Social Software dates back to the 1960s and JCR

tial and impact of certain social networking tools,

Licklider`s thoughts on using networked computing

with reference to a Network of rural schools, tel-

to connect people, in order to boost their ability to

ecenters and educational centers, where these tools

learn” [1]. In the last decades certain Web services

have been systemically applied. To this end there

and products became perceived as especially

will be presented certain examples of good prac-

connective, characterized thus as social software:

tice, which map all the necessary steps, the difficul-

blogs, wikis, podcasting, forums, social network-

ties and the effort demanded to accomplish such a

ing platforms, folksonomy and video sharing tools,

project in rural areas, taking into consideration the

etc, have lately emerged to school community and

numerous technical and human constrains, identify-

gradually became part of the educational practice.

ing how these difficulties were overcome and how

Such examples of the step by step integration of

all involved persons went the extra mile.

social networking tools to extra curricular activities

Additionally there will be demonstrated the approach adopted, so as to ensure the sustainability
of social networking tools within school community,
the emerging scenarios of use, and the gradual
familiarization of users, with the view to facilitating them in becoming independent users and thus
transforming them to change agents in the rural
community they live.
Κeywords: rural communities, teacher training, social
inclusion, social networking tools, learning culture,
language distance courses.

and training sessions are those organized within
the framework the SoruraLL project (http://www.
sorurall.eu/); the basic aim of the project is to
enhance the educational opportunities offered to
rural regions (mostly telecenters and school units)
via social networking tools. These pilot sites are
mainly located to isolated and remote villages in
rural areas and geographical locations such as
mountainous sectors or islands, where fast internet
access is for the moment not an option; throughout the project certain training material has been
developed, addressing the needs of rural users,
whereas a series of social networking tools have
been used with the view to facilitating training and
aspiring to establish a virtual community, encouraging thus distance learning and community building.
These activities are summarized in four thematic
areas: learning courses for pupils on a week basis
for a school year (i), organization of virtual school
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visits to thematic museums (ii) training seminars
for teachers (iii), broadcasting of live events (iv).

3. Teaching French to
Rural Schools
The pupils of two primary schools, namely the
primary school of Sisses in Crete, and the telecenter in Geraki, Crete had the chance to attend

Picture 2i: Examples of the exercise prepared for the distance
learning courses; vocabulary exercise

distance courses of the French language via Skype;
this initiative was taken by Ellinogermaniki Agogi
in cooperation with the Greek Open University,
responsible for the organization of courses and the
respective training material, available at http://elearning.ea.gr/.
This learning material was addressing the needs
of beginners and covered certain thematic areas,
whereas the format used was mainly power point
presentations, exercises with colorful designs and
various educational games. The main idea of the
platform was the creation of a repository, where
teachers could upload and download educational
material, share and adapt it to their needs.

Picture 2ii: Examples of the educational game prepared for the
distance learning courses; word search

Picture 1: Print screen of educational material developed within
the framework of distance learning French courses
Picture 3i: In person communication between the French teacher
and the young student
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a level of familiarity, and discussing the courses`
details. Such a meeting was regarded as necessary
in order to promote the idea of co-belonging in
the same community to both trainers and trainees,
before the beginning of the distance courses, to set
the basis for the creation of a virtual community,
which cannot be functional without a previous faceto-face interaction. French courses covered almost
Picture 3ii: Students attend the language course via Skype

the whole school year and took place via Skype; a
web camera, a set of speakers, and a microphone
were placed to the rural classroom and the teachers` location, whereas the internet connection the
project offered made the accomplishment of the
courses feasible.

Picture 3iii: French course via Skype, teacher’s interaction
with classroom

The pedagogical and methodological approach was
the following: the three teachers of French, attending the Master’s degree Program at that time at
the Open University of Patras with their supervisor
structured the curriculum, planned to be followed,
its duration, and the material to be taught. Ellinogermaniki Agogi was responsible for the technical infrastructure of both trainees and trainers.
A physical meeting was organized among them,
which took place at the rural schools, with the
view to having a personal interaction, establishing
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Picture 3iv: French course via Skype, teacher’s interaction
with classroom

Picture 3 (i, ii, iii, iv) depict the workflow of the course
and the methodological approach followed. French
courses were scheduled once a week and each one
lasted 45- 60 minutes. During the learning sessions
teachers and students had the chance to communicate with each other, send their queries, and were

assigned to certain tasks planned to be accomplished
from the one week to the other. According to rural
teachers` notes their students were very excited,
as they rarely have the chance to attend courses of
the French language and kept asking whether such
courses would be organized the following year.
Apart from Skype teachers of French used Blogs as
their main offline communication tool, a sort of diary, in which they wrote down the workflow of their
courses, the difficulties they faced and how they
managed to sort them out.
Picture 5: Print screen of the group that was created; it functioned as a shared workspace where teachers of French had the
chance to interact with each other, exchange ideas and methodological approaches.

The learning opportunities of such schools are
quite limited, due to the fact that they are located
to distant and often not easily accessible areas,
whereas other than English language courses are
rarely offered. The French language courses broadened their educational horizons both in terms of
language learning and ICT proficiency, as their main
Picture 4: Examples of the blogs that were created by teachers,
as web diaries of the distance language courses

Additionally a certain group had been created to
google groups, which functioned as collaborative
repository, where all participant teachers could
upload the educational they had prepared, share it
and further expand it.

communication medium was technology.

4. Virtual Tour of
The Primary School
of Karpathos to
The Crete@Quarioum
The primary school of Karpathos (6 pupils and
their teacher) participated in a virtual guided tour
to Crete@quarium Thalassokosmos; located in
Heraklion, in an area of 60 acres it aims to inform,
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educate, and raise public awareness on the wide
variety of Mediterranean marine species and habitats by organising educational programmes, seminars and events. To this end a certain educational
scenario was structured, according to which the
navigation in the aquarium followed. Namely pupils
expressed their interest and the scenario delivered
depicted their preferences for certain thematic
categories. The magic sea world was transmitted
through the mobile camera placed in the aquarium
to classroom’s laptop in Karpathos via Skype;

5. Teachers’ Training
Sessions in the
Thematic Area of
Organic Agriculture
Organic agriculture is very popular thematic axes
among the rural teacher community. The learning scheme that was applied was the following: a
teacher from the Laboratory of Natural Sciences
in Crete, working himself as a teacher at the local
primary school, organized a series of seminars and
communicated via Skype with the teacher of the
primary school of Valtesiniko, in Arkadia; the objective purpose of such a collaboration was on the
one hand to raise awareness about environmental
issues and bio- agro ecology, and on the other to
give certain guidelines for the creation of a school
organic garden; frequent email communication,
instant messaging and the preparation of a certain
educational material (instructions, videos, photos,
etc), uploaded to the web, which was available to
all trainees, made such a collaboration successful. Skype was frequently used so as to discuss
any queries (how to improve the soil, choose your
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The young pupils “wandered” around the aquarium

plants, control weeds and insects naturally), to

and had the chance to get familiarized with the

exchange opinions on certain phases of organic

biodiversity of the Mediterranean coastal zone (i.e.

cultivation, to discuss on graphs and photos depict-

seahorses, anemones, octopuses, Mediterranean

ing certain techniques and practices. The pictures

morays, large ham mussels, lobsters, and dozens of

above present an example of the educational mate-

species from the Eastern Mediterranean and Greek

rial delivered, concerning the “architecture” of an

waters). In the pictures above there are presented

organic garden, techniques for soil improvement,

two characteristic moments of the virtual visit and

composting, and mulching. The interaction between

the technical infrastructure used.

these two rural schools paved the way for the coop-

eration of teachers, the opening of a new dialogue
potential, and the creation of a virtual community.
The teacher of Valtesiniko primary school had
access to a great variety of informative material
related to environmental consciousness (climate
change, energy shortages, waste disposal, water

6. Teachers’
Communication
Through Blog
and Slideshare

conservation, conservation of natural resources)
and had been demonstrated how to integrate this
material to everyday school life; technology became the medium through which the rural teacher
undertook the role of the change agent; access to
environmental education and organic agriculture
actively contributed to changing people’s behavior
to reduce human impact on the environment.

Picture 8: Print screen of the blog created within the framework of teachers` training seminars in Thrace

Blogs have become the medium of an interpersonal
communication, an undefined, virtually infinite public
space [2]. The selection of blogs as a medium of
communication encourages users` involvement and
interactivity. While, initially, a blog may be treated
by its maintainer as little more than a ‘news space’,
it is not uncommon, over a period of time, for a
distinctive style to emerge, in the course of writing
entries and responding to feedback, that reflects
the personal character of the blog’s creator. Such
Picture 7: Two graphs depicting the architecture of the
organic garden, part of the educational material

interaction had been actively sought, that is why
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blogs played a significant role as a medium of communication among bloggers, i.e. rural citizens. This
has been the case of a local agent in the pilot site
of Organi, advisor of Physists` in the prefecture of
Thrace. There are about 300 science teachers working in 120 different schools, most of them located
in isolated and remote areas, in some cases even
300 kilometres distance (from the capital of the
prefecture); till then face to face seminars had been
organised on a regular basis, however that solution
did not turn out to be the optimal one due two basic
reasons; teachers` schedules frequently coincided,
long distance among trainees created serious logistic problems, and repetition of training sessions was
consuming both in terms of time and effort.
The importance of teachers` seminars got even
more crucial given that teachers serving in remote
schools are the youngest ones, who tended to be
replaced on an annual basis, so in service training
was more than necessary. The abovementioned
parameters paved the way for the exploitation of
social networking tools and their usage as training
media. Under this perspective a certain blog was
created, namely http://sciences-thrace.blogspot.
com/, where certain material has been uploaded, the
online teachers` community exchanged opinions, and
a virtual collaboration has been established.
Apart from the creation of the abovementioned blog,
a series of PowerPoint presentations have been uploaded to slideshare, were all trainees have access,
can download and contribute to the continuous improvement and development of educational material.
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Picture 9: Print screen of e power point presentation related
to physics education uploaded to slideshare

7. Live Event Through
Broadcasting: Classical
Music Concert Involving
Three Rural Sites
The creation of virtual communities among rural
pilot sites is highly prioritized aiming at teachers`
training and development of new learning opportunities for young students.
Such a learning activity was the live-audience
music student concert including education tasks
that took place in “Melina Mercouri” Cultural Center
in Kato Achaia of Dymi’s Municipality the 28th of
June 2010. Two other regions of Greece joined
the concert via a teleconference session, both as

distant viewers and participants as well. A specially constructed web-teleconference environment
allowed music students from the Municipal Conservatory of Levadia (M.C.L.) in Viotia to continue
the performance of a music piece that was started
by students of the Contemporary Center of Music
Education in Dymi, Achaia. Members of the Geraki
cultural society from the island of Crete concluded
the event with “mantinades”, (traditional greeting
couplets in distich form). Apart from the three-part
shared environment, users from France and Germany joined the broadcast as viewers.

Picture 10: Live music event; a characteristic photo depicting the
three rural pilot sites

A special arrangement of a five part controversial

Equipment and hardware malfunctions can be a

work by Fr. Chopin, “Introduction and Variations on

great detriment to the effectiveness of distance

a theme by Rossini” originally for flute and piano

learning. When a problem occurs in a class ev-

(Brown 9, circa 1824), was adopted for four flutes

erything comes to a standstill and the learning

with a simplified theme melody on which young stu-

environment is interrupted. If there are too many

dents with recorders and percussions were trained.

instances, the entire course can be affected. For

Four flute students in Levadia were also trained on

instance, if an overhead projector goes out dur-

the rest of the piece. In order to deal with commu-

ing an instructor’s presentation, an alternate way

nication details over the link, a rehearsal schedule

of delivering that information can easily be found.

was outlined and carried out successfully. A brief

However, if a compressed video presentation has

power point presentation about the 200 years

problems, the entire class must be stopped until

international-anniversary-celebrated Fr. Chopin

the problem is resolved. If the instructor goes

and the nature of the work was presented in the

ahead with the lesson, one site will miss out on

concert allowing students, participants, online us-

that information [3]. In our case certain technical

ers and live audience to enhance their knowledge

problems were encountered both during the lan-

towards an educational topic. The final event took

guage learning courses and the series of activities

place under the auspices of R.A.C.T.I. For more

organized within the framework of the project.

information please visit http://ea.gr/ep/dma/

Teachers frequently mentioned internet connectivity problems, which interrupted certain sessions; on
the other hand electricity problems systematically
occurred due to bad weather conditions, they were
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not sorted out on time, which caused cancellations

ing ideas that aim to bring innovation, and change

or postponement of scheduled activities. Although

in a community, and thus bridge digital divide, the

such problems are very common for distance

long term investment in human capital in prereq-

learning courses, they are quite frustrating for all

uisite for sustainable development. Chantal Peyer

involved agents, given that the preparation of such

[4] placed great importance on public policies,

activities is demanding both in terms of effort and

underlining their role to integrate the development

time; in case of such a failure pupils and teachers

dimension in all national strategies addressing the

are disappointed and often reluctant to retry later;

information society, defining thus the role of ICT

this way distance learning courses demand the

not only as a communication, but also as a devel-

technical efficiency of the participants, a detailed

opment enabler, enhancing greater equality, social

implementation plan with a series of back up solu-

cohesion and participation. Under this perspective

tions in case of technical problems.

there is an urgent need to reach out to rural communities, educate them on how the new technolo-
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8. Conclusions

gies can open new opportunities for them and their

It turns out that the integration and pedagogical

preach the benefits of information revolution to

exploitation of social networking tools can contrib-

rural communities, we need to build upon the local

ute to the bridging of digital divide in rural com-

infrastructure, namely to design and implement

munities. The experience of SoruraLL pilot sites

(human) networks that are robust and cost effective

has proved that taking the initiative for projects

taking each community’s specific needs, environ-

that involve teacher training or virtual school visits

mental and socioeconomic conditions into consid-

might demand both time and effort but it’s worth

eration. This task requires skilled and well-trained

it. Evaluation data have demonstrated the positive

human resources. Given that at the time being rural

results of the so far implemented activities both in

communities and developing countries in general

terms educational impact and motivation to func-

are dependent on R&D undertaken in industrialized

tion as a change agent in local community.

countries, the development of local capacities is

There are definitely quite many people eager to

highly prioritized; the main objective is to develop

implement ambitious ICT projects, in our case many

and establish a certain infrastructure to rural -and

of them are teachers, which is very optimistic itself

frequently- isolated community that would end up

as parameter, given that teachers can and should

becoming a Learning Hub for the development of

work as change agents in a society, especially the

human capital for the whore area nearby. The two

rural ones. However, when designing such ambi-

primary requirements for each Learning Hub are

tious projects and generally speaking when initiat-

first, to create at least one new ‘out of the box’

children, and why they should care. As we try to

pilot for innovative learning, and second, to form a
global network of local ‘learning activists’ to help
develop, guide, and research successful models for
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1. Introduction

tions, through the effective adoption of technology,

It is widely acknowledged that Small and Medium

tion and, in long term, their economic growth and

Enterprises (SMEs) constitute a critical aspect of

prosperity. The impact of the cost induced by trans-

the overall production process in liberal economies.

actions between SME’s and public authorities is fur-

Hence, it becomes evident that the optimization of

ther highlighted by EU’s determination to address

their productive processes and the minimization

this issue by setting a target of administrative

of their operating costs are in the interest of the

burden reduction of about 25% by the year 2012.

greater business ecosystem.

Inevitably, the eGov concept finds extended ap-

However, although significant provision has been

plicability when it comes to rural settings, where

taken in terms of motivating the foundation and

specific challenges such as the physical distance

sustainability of SME’s there are yet criticalities

between citizens’ residencies and public authorities’

pertaining to each enterprise’s distinct idiosyncrasies

premises, call for efficient eGov frameworks that

that need to be addressed. One of these issues is the

will facilitate the transactions between people and

low penetration degree of innovative tools and tech-

the public administration. This issue becomes even

nologies by SME’s residing in rural areas. The side

more challenging in the context of the transactions

effects stemming from such a deficiency are more or

between Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and

less evident; however they become more dominant

public authorities.

under the specific circumstances that characterize
the operation or rural enterprises, i.e. the physical
distance between their premises and central public
authorities, which make the respective transactions
cumbersome and costly. Away from the central public authorities rural enterprises do not have direct,
physical access to a variety of services that governmental or public agencies offer. Very often, these
services are essential in order for the enterprises,
mostly small and medium ones (SMEs) in such areas,
to perform their business operations.

Rural Inclusion, a major European Project, supported
by the Information and Communication Technologies
Policy Support Programme of the European Commission, aims at adopting a state-of-art infrastructure
that will facilitate the offering of innovative services
by public administration in rural areas. To achieve
this, Rural Inclusion adopts, adapts, and deploys a
Web infrastructure combining semantic services with
a collaborative training and networking approach,
in rural settings. It focuses on selected case studies of eGov services that regional public authori-

Furthermore, even in cases of well-organized lo-

ties already offer, supports them by a rigorous and

cal authorities and administrations with physical

reusable service process analysis and modelling,

representation nearby rural areas, SME’s failure to

and then deploys a semantic service that facilitates

alleviate the cost of their administrative transac-
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can significantly undermine their everyday opera-

the disambiguation of the small businesses needs

tion both on eGov services offered in their region,

and requirements when trying to use the particular

as well as to have access to e-learning content on

services. At the same time, the semantic service is

how they can use such services.

complemented by a number of other Web-based
services that support the creation of communities of
learning and practice in rural settings, thus facilitating the communication between the rural businesses
with the regional public authorities.

The success and uptake of such initiatives, is highly
dependent on aspects such as user friendliness and
interoperability, since these two requirements are
critical regarding the uptake of these services by
both the citizens (including SMEs) and the adminis-

A major aspect of Rural Inclusion paradigm is the

trative authorities. Both these aspects are in their

incorporation of a systematic, long term training ap-

turn highly dependent on the concept of metadata

proach, in regard to the assistance towards interest-

and how this is incorporated in the overall design

ed stakeholders (SME’s public authorities, citizens)

and deployment phases of the platform. In this

for the uptake of the introduced innovative services,

paper, we focus on the technical aspects of such

so that the proposed e-government applications

a sustainable training tool, going through details

can be effectively introduced in rural settings. This

related to the metadata standard incorporated, as

training approach will be comprehensive to inte-

also to the relevant modifications and extensions

grate actions benefiting both Public Authorities staff

made so that the application is specifically tailored

and rural SMEs personnel, and will integrate the

to the needs of its users.

proposed eGov solution in a wider vision: to provide
people in rural areas with ICT-enabled tools so that
they adopt and become able to adapt the proposed

2. Background

change, inventing Lifelong Learning in Rural and Re-

Electronic government (eGov) is one of the novel

mote Areas 33 their own solutions for their specific

and most appealing applications of Information and

circumstances, in a continuous sustainable route

Communication Technologies (ICTs). The concept has

towards capacity building in the rural community

become widely popular through both Europe and the

through a lifelong learning culture

rest of the world during in the recent years, and there

The Rural Inclusion platform, through the RuralObservatory2.0 component, offers an innovative and
viable solution in terms of rural SME’s familiarization with the usage of eGov services: it is an
innovative sophisticated Web-based environment,
through which rural SMEs are able to find informa-

have been numerous initiatives related to the description and categorization of various eGov resources
(e.g. documents, legislation, Web pages, descriptions
of public authorities or agencies) in digital collections.
Such initiatives entail a wide range of applications,
ranging from general governmental portals that offer
access to national eGov resources (e.g. UK’s national
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governmental portal), to digital collections of specific

holders from many diverse information profession

categories of public documents (e.g. the collection of

communities such as library community, the educa-

the European Union law portal).

tion sector, museums, and information and computer

One of the aspects that have contributed to the
uptake of eGov services has been the recent progress regarding metadata standardization. The usage
of commonly accepted eGov metadata schemas
aims to make it easier to integrate data from different sources, allowing for creation of value added
services for the respective sector. Metadata can
facilitate the discovery of eGov resources, by identi-
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science [2]. DC is a proven metadata standard which
is easy to use and globally recognized. Its flexibility
makes deployment a valid option to improve resources discovery and resource management across
a wide range of resources [3]. DC is one of the most
widely applied standards, and therefore existing
online systems (such as search engines) can already
read metadata encoded according to it.

fying resources, bringing similar resources together,

All of the above approaches acknowledge how im-

distinguishing similar resources, and giving location

portant it is to adopt a widely-accepted metadata

information. In addition, it can be useful for devel-

standards, but also outline the need for including

oping Internet-based services that include some

appropriate metadata elements (i.e. through appli-

digital collection of e-government resources, such as

cation profiles) for each particular context [4]. EGov

governmental portals that catalogue descriptions of

application profiles allow for the specialization of

resources as metadata in their databases. Describ-

existing metadata schemas in order to cover the

ing an eGov resource with metadata allows it to be

implementation needs of a digital collection that

understood by both humans and machines in ways

aims at a particular sector, domain or user commu-

that promote interoperability. This task benefits from

nity. However, as already stated, there is no simple

using well-accepted metadata schemas, so that

and comprehensive process of creating an applica-

resources can be searched more seamlessly online.

tion profile.

Currently, there is a number of national and inter-

The need for metadata standard customization

national initiatives and projects aiming to propose

through the incorporation of the appropriate

metadata schemas that may be used in eGov ap-

application profiles is equally important when it

plications. Several of them are based on Dublin Core

comes to the design and development of a digital

(DC), a cross-domain schema for the description of

repository, such as the Rural Inclusion’s RuralObser-

information resource description schema, which is

vatory2.0, to be populated with content that aims

also an ISO standard [1]. The development of the DC

to facilitate the uptake of eGov services by both

has been a consensus-driven process that involves a

specific target user groups (SMEs, public authori-

cross-disciplinary and international group of stake-

ties) and the general audience.

important aspect is to take into consideration the

4. Rural Inclusion Digital
Training Objects (DTOs)

fact that resources for such learners have to reflect

Through the use of the Rural Inclusion AP, the project

and match a variety of special requirements (e.g.

aims to facilitate access, usage and exploitation of

linguistic preferences, regional geographical cover-

digital educational content related to eGov services.

age, particularity of covered topics, and educational

It will deploy a multilingual online learning repository,

level of addressed audience). This calls for the

populated with quality training content from various

development of standard-based, but also context-

content producers. In addition, it will deploy a multi-

specialized metadata. In this paper we discuss our

lingual online environment (the Rural Inclusion Web

experience from developing such a metadata sche-

portal) that will facilitate end-users’ search, retrieval,

ma specifically tailored for a portal related to eGov

access and use of the content in the repository. The

services that aims to address the lifelong learning

project will study educational scenarios that intro-

needs of several stakeholders, such as rural SMEs,

duce the use of the Rural Inclusion portal and con-

public authorities and citizens in general.

tent to support teaching of topics related to eGov

When developing a repository such as RuralObservatory2.0 for the uptake of eGov services, an

in specific target groups such as SMEs and public

3. Rural Inclusion
Application Profile

authorities’ personnel. Furthermore, it will evaluate

In the context of the Rural Inclusion ICT PSP re-

CHIOS chamber of commerce), as well as through

search programme a repository with resources on

open validation events where external interested

eGov is being deployed. The Rural Inclusion Ob-

stakeholders will be invited.

servatory 2.0 portal aims to list the digital training content that will be developed to support the
vocational training curriculum on how to prepare
rural SMEs to use and exploit eGov services. In the
context of the portal, the training content will be
deployed in the form of Digital Training Objects
(DTOs). The next section provides a concise overview of the application profile (AP) designed in
order to describe such objects.

project results in the context of pilot demonstrators to be deployed within participating bodies (e.g.

In what is related to its training / educational aspect
within Rural Inclusion, the Observatory 2.0 portal will
undertake the role of a Digital Learning Repository
(DLR), which consist an area of particular interest for
metadata development. In such tools, digital learning resources are systematically organized, classified and published. Many institutions are currently
engaged in developing DLRs that can be searchable
and accessible from a wide audience [5]. Metadata
play an important role in DLRs, since they help
searching, finding and organizing learning resources.
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Towards this direction, standardization efforts
around the world such as the IEEE Learning Technol-

5. Elements

ogy Standards Committee and ISO’s sub-committee

As explained earlier, the IEEE LOM standard has

on “Information Technology for Learning, Education

been chosen as the basis for the metadata ap-

and Training (ITLET)” have focused on the implemen-

plication profile to be used in Rural Inclusion’s AP.

tation of the IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM)

The schema is therefore termed as Rural Inclusion

standard [6],[7] . Using such a recognized metadata

application profile. It adopts many of the elements

standard is important for a variety of reasons: meta-

of LOM, specializing several of them in order to

data descriptions (records) of learning resources

best match the needs of the particular Lifelong

may be exchanged among different DLRs; search

Learning in Rural and Remote Areas DTOs. In the

queries may be propagated among different (and

next paragraph, we will go through the categories

interconnected) DLRs; and generally the integration

of elements of LOM, referring to the elements used,

of data from different sources is facilitated. This is

and presenting the performed specializations.

the reason behind the extensive implementation and

The first category of LOM elements is the category

study of numerous application profiles of the LOM

General. It includes elements that describe a learn-

standard in DLRs around the world [1].

ing object (in our case, a DTO), and store general

For the description and classification of the DTOs an

information about it. In Rural Inclusion AP, the

application profile of the IEEE LOM standard was devel-

following elements have been selected for use as

oped. More specifically, the Rural Inclusion Application

recommended by LOM: Identifier, Title, Language,

Profile for the DTOs consists of the following elements.

Description, Keyword, Structure and Aggregation
Level. In addition, the element Coverage has been
specialized in the way presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Elements of the General category that have been further specialized in Rural Inclusion AP
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Table 2 Elements of the General category that have been further specialized in Rural Inclusion AP

The next category Life Cycle describes the history

the language of the learning object itself). In Rural

and current state of a DTO, as well as the entities

Inclusion AP it is used as recommended by LOM,

that have affected the DTO during its evolution.

and includes the elements: Identifier, Metadata

In Rural Inclusion AP, the following elements have

Schema, Language, Contribute and their designat-

been selected and used as recommended by IEEE

ed sub-elements.

LOM: Version, Status, and Contribute.

In a similar manner, a set of selected items from the

The Meta-Metadata category contains information

Technical category are used to describe the techni-

about the metadata record that describes the DTO.

cal requirements and characteristics of a DTO. The

It identifies the metadata record in a classifica-

elements selected for Rural Inclusion AP are: Format,

tion system (i.e. the repository’s database with the

Size, Location, Platform Requirements, and Duration.

metadata descriptions). It contains information
about who provided the DTO description and when,
which metadata schema was followed to produce
the metadata description, and in which language
the metadata are in (which can be different than

The Educational category describes the key educational
or pedagogic characteristics of a DTO. In Rural Inclusion AP, the following elements have been selected for
use with the vocabulary values. In addition, elements
have been specialized as presented in Table 2.
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6. Example of Use
In Table 3, we provide an example description of a

Instead of that, we are restricted only to a combi-

DTO regarding how to manage a farm with IT. Due

nation between the mandatory and the most com-

to space restrictions, not all elements are used.

monly recommended elements of the AP.

Table 3: Example description of a DTO
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7. Conclusions
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1. Introduction

benefits they will reap from introducing ICT in their

Promoting the adoption and innovative use of

combine traditional forms of learning with e-learn-

ICTs by SMEs has been a primary challenge for

ing forms (such as blended learning models), and

policymakers over the last years. Furthermore, EU

(iii) an online point of reference which SMEs can

outlines the importance of ICT in making public

continuously access for information and content.

services better, more cost effective, and more ac-

These three aspects are all important when aiming

cessible. E-Government is rapidly becoming one of

at training rural SMEs on the use of e-government.

governments’ critical means for the provision of
seamless services for governmental agencies, businesses and citizens. Even though more and more
people are benefiting from such services, over the
half of the EU population either does not reap such
benefits in full or is totally cut off from them. This
problem is more intense for citizens and businesses
in rural areas. Focusing on rural SMEs, since they
are a major part its economy, EU reinforces social,
economic, and territorial cohesion by making ICT
products and services more accessible for regions
that are lagging behind [4]. It is widely acknowledged that Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
constitute a critical aspect of the overall production process in liberal economies [14], [12]. Hence,
it becomes evident that the optimization of their
productive processes and the minimization of their
operating costs are in the interest of the greater
business ecosystem [7].

Rural Inclusion, an ICT PSP Programme of the
European Commission, aims at adopting a stateof-art infrastructure that will facilitate the offering
of innovative services by public administration in
rural areas. To achieve this, Rural Inclusion adopts,
adapts, and deploys a Web infrastructure combining
semantic services with a collaborative training and
networking approach, in rural settings. It focuses on
selected case studies of eGov services that regional
public authorities already offer, supports them by
a rigorous and reusable service process analysis
and modeling, and then deploys a semantic service
that facilitates the disambiguation of the small
businesses needs and requirements when trying to
use the particular services. At the same time, the
semantic service is complemented by a number of
other Web-based services that support the creation
of communities of learning and practice in rural
settings, thus facilitating the communication be-

Experience from training SMEs in rural areas

tween the rural businesses with the regional public

(through initiatives such as the ‘Go-Online Train-

authorities.

ing Support’ in Greece and the ‘Opportunity Wales’
in UK) has demonstrated that ICT training activities have to develop (i) a specially designed training curriculum that can convince SMEs about the
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business, (ii) innovative training models that can

A major aspect of Rural Inclusion will be the incorporation of a systematic, long term training approach,
in regard to the assistance towards interested
stakeholders (SME’s public authorities, citizens) for

the uptake of the introduced innovative services, so

al, 2009). It aims to improve the development and

that the proposed e-government applications can be

implementation of public policies and to help the

effectively introduced in rural settings. This training

public sector offer more cost-effective services, with

approach will be comprehensive to integrate actions

fewer resources and lower budget [4]. eGov pro-

benefiting both Public Authorities staff and rural

motes principles such as transparency, accountabil-

SMEs personnel, and will integrate the proposed

ity, combating corruption and streamlining, upgrad-

eGov solution in a wider vision: to provide people in

ing the functions of government, while operating

rural areas with ICT-enabled tools so that they adopt

level transactions are faster and more efficient and

and become able to adapt the proposed change, in-

improve quality of service [6], [15], [13].

venting their own solutions for their specific circumstances, in a continuous sustainable route towards
capacity building in the rural community through a
lifelong learning culture.

2. Background
Electronic government (eGov) Electronic government
(eGov) is generally aiming at the rationalization /
optimization and the active transformation of the
functions and activities of state and public administration by employing Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). According to the definition
of the European Union, ‘Electronic Government (egovernment) is the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in public administration,

Today, Public Authorities (PAs) aim to provide
services to support ICT in an integrated, holistic
way. A public body may cooperate with other public
and private bodies, interconnects and cooperates
with them, sharing information, based on collective knowledge, thus aiming to provide better and
comprehensive services to the general public or to
specific organizations, with an easy, seamless, flexible and adaptable manner that promotes innovative and collaborative practices [8].

3. Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) in
Rural Areas

combined with organizational change and new skills,

Micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)

in order to improve public services and democratic

have been defined as enterprises which employ

processes and strengthen support to public policies’

fewer than 250 persons and which have an annual

(EC, 2003a). Broadly, eGov can be described as the

turnover not exceeding 50 million euro, and/ or an

continuous optimization of service delivery, constitu-

annual balance sheet total not exceeding 43 million

ency participation and governance by transforming

euros [5]. SMEs play a central role in the European

internal and external relationships through technol-

economy. They are a major source of entrepreneur-

ogy, the Internet and new media (Manouselis et

ial skills, innovation and employment. However,
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their restricted resources may also reduce their

and/ or adoption of such services. For this reason,

access to new technologies or innovation. Therefore,

a survey that will also assess the relevance of exist-

support for SMEs is one of the EC’s priorities for

ing eGov services to the SMEs and especially in ru-

economic growth, job creation and economic and

ral areas has been judged as important (Manouselis

social cohesion [5]. EGov can play an important role

et al, 2009).

here by offering a single point of access to administrative information and requirements. Considerable advances have been achieved in the rollout of
ICT based public services in many EU regions, and
successes are already been registered: for example,
online tax returns save millions of hours each year.
The difficulties of SMEs are more obvious when considering eGov services for SMEs in rural areas [3].

Impact on the Rural Inclusion Training
Activities
The training of P.A. employees plays an important
role in the framework of the Rural Inclusion project

SMEs in rural areas are away from the decision-

as it should allow training recipients to better un-

making centres and public authorities, and they

derstand what the actual needs of SMEs are while

do not have physical access to the required pub-

they deal with (complex) public services, regard-

lic services for doing business with government

less the latter are delivered offline or online, while

or public agencies. Furthermore, due to lack of

training change agents is of paramount importance

transportation, time and money or even because

to the development of business for the project

of bad weather, they are not possible to contact

since they will act as promoters of Rural Inclusion

public authorities by visiting local service points.

services to their communities. Training will take

The most effective way to overcome such obstacles

place in the Living Labs for P.A. employees on the

is to develop and deliver high quality e-government

subjects of familiarization and use of the Rural In-

services. These services should meet the needs of

clusion services and applications and how to reduce

SMEs and enable their daily transactions with pub-

administrative burden through these applications;

lic administration [2]. In many occasions regional or

while on the more focused subject of modelling

central authorities develop and offer eGov services,

services using the service modelling methodology,

but very often professionals and citizens are not

training workshops to the P.A. employees will take

aware of them and do not know how to use them

place in appropriate places within the respective

so that they receive benefits in their everyday busi-

Public Authorities facilities.

ness activities. Thus, much remains to be done in
order to demonstrate impact and social acceptance
in areas that are lagging behind in the development
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4. Rural Inclusion Training
Methodology

In order to respect the user-centred approach followed by the project (in accordance with the Living

the final end users of such services, the involvement

6. The RI Formal Training
Framework

of the SMEs representatives and of local entrepre-

Actual methodology implementation foresees a

neurs in workshops addressing Public Authorities

blended learning programme which is delivered

employees has been foreseen too [9].

through the combined use of in-presence meet-

Lab methodology) and to foster an actual collaboration between the public services providers and

ings, role playing through real case scenarios and

5. Participants

of tools such as eGovTube, an online collaborative

The list of participants to the Public Authority train-

Web 2.0 technology and Rural Observatory 2.0, an

ing sessions includes [9]:

information tool. According to the Training Meth-

•

Representatives of RI project partners, as fa-

odology, formal training of the Public Authority em-

cilitators / observers,

ployees will be carried out through a mix of formal

•

Tutors who will conduct the training, who
might come from the organizations forming
the R.I. consortium and external experts,

•

Representatives of the hosting Local Authorities (L.A.), not only as facilitators / observers
but also as recipients of training,

•

•

platform following the most valuable trends of

and informal training in order to benefit from both
their strong point. Formal training will take place
in training sessions/workshops with tutor support
while training content will be delivered in the following formats [9]:
•

As role playing scenarios following a methodology and format developed specifically for

Representative of local Public Authorities (PA),

the training of Change Agents and other rural

typically the Public Services Providers, who are

actors aiming to develop their regions with the

the main target participants.

use of ICT

Selected SMEs representatives, as well as

•

As video content posted into the eGovTube Chan-

representatives of Associations of SMEs and of

nels and / or in the most appropriate format to

start-up companies.

be attached or linked to (introductory) videos
•

As documents, presentations, exercises, on line
courses, synchronous virtual classroom lectures
and web site links posted in Rural Observatory
and eGovTube channels
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At the same time most of the informal training will

Service Modeling methodology and the on-board-

be supported by the collaborative dynamics gen-

ing learning program that provides process and

erated by the use of the eGovTube collaborative

structures, BPMN symbols explanation, examples of

platform which fosters the generation of value to

services and other useful information. By using new

the user in terms of connection value, actionable

technologies, the consortium sees higher levels of

learning value, as well as entertainment and instant

engagement and interest for new employees from

gratification value [1]. However, it has to be noticed

Public Authorities who understand the benefits of

that the methodology is flexible enough to allow

R.I. In order to achieve maximum impact from our

the use of other specific tools provided by external

initial interaction and consultations with the P.A.

sources (e.g. off-the-shelf wikis, social bookmark-

employees, we propose a two-step process com-

ing, LMS / LCMS / KMS platforms). If needed, Rural

prising of Small Scale Local events and Large Scale

Observatory 2.0 can directly tap from any kind of

National Training events [11].

Information System provided that some few adjustments are performed. Also, the official Wiki page of
Rural Inclusion was created to host valuable tutorials for PAs and SMEs.

8. Small Scale Local
Events
In the Small Scale local events the participants, at
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7. Rural Inclusion Training
Sessions for PAs

least 3-5 P.A. employees and representatives of na-

In the context of Rural Inclusion project, a set of

ogy for reducing administrative burdens. A series of

local and national training events will be organized

examples are presented and the R.I. platform and

by the consortium in order to train the personnel of

services are demonstrated. Then the participants

Public Authorities (P.A.) to: a) become professional

engage in a discussion on how the can model their

in using the services of the Rural Inclusion project;

public services based on the R.I. paradigm. The aim

b) to model Public Authorities services according

is to build a community of interested P.A. employees

to the Rural Inclusion service modelling methodol-

and representatives who can be involved in the fol-

ogy and c) assist their community in taking up the

lowing Large Scale Training Sessions and actively

services provided by Rural Inclusion, thus reducing

engage in the project, by modelling their services

the administrative burden from the transactions

and offering them through the R.I. platform. The

with the Public Authorities. During the trainings, the

Small Scale events are multipurpose events, focus-

consortium will train the P.A. employees in modeling

ing on both training and dissemination. In these

the Public Administration services using the Public

events we should encourage and support the de-

tional Public Authorities, are given an introduction
to public services and the Rural Inclusion Methodol-

velopment of links, experience exchanges and first

are the ones we are trying to approach and “sell”

discussions on possible collaborations. The partici-

the RI results. The participants will also evaluate

pants should be asked to participate to the Large

the training session and the R.I. platform, allowing

Scale National events and provide contacts that

us to improve them. The proposed agenda for the

would be interested to join them. The participants

Large Scale Events for PAs is the following:

will also evaluate the R.I. platform providing feed		
back on user satisfaction, allowing us to improve it.

9. Large Scale National
Events

1.

ners welcome speech and introduction. Brief
presentation of the R.I. project and the national
R.I. platform implementation.
2.

Pre Training Session Evaluation: The participants
have to evaluate their current experience and

In the Large Scale national events the participants,

understanding regarding ICT and eGovernment.

at least 10-15 P.A. employees and representatives
of national Public Authorities, are engaged into a

Welcome speech and introduction: local part-

3.

Setting up Rural LL in RI: Presentation of the

much more challenging procedure. These events

Living Labs methodology and how we are set-

are also multipurpose, having a strong affiliation

ting up Rural Living Labs in RI.

and networking side, but are also the main training
events promised by RI. The participants are given

4.

to eGovernment and eGovernment Services.

an introduction to public services and the Rural

Presentation of the differences between

Inclusion Methodology for reducing administrative

traditional government and eGovernment and

burdens. A series of examples are presented and

explanation of what it means in tangible terms

the R.I. platform and services are demonstrated.
The participants engage in hands-on session, familiarizing with the RI platform and tools and model-

for the rural SME?
5.

Introduction to Public Services: Explaining the
notion of a public service and its complexity.

ling their public services using the R.I. methodology. The aim is to build a community of interested

Introduction to eGovernment: Introduction

6.

The role of Rural Inclusion: Description of the

P.A. employees and representatives who actively

approach that R.I. follows in order to alleviate

engage in the project, by modelling their services

the burdens imposed to rural SMEs by public

and offering them through the R.I. platform. This

administration as regards to the public service

community is the RI targeted market and in these

provision process. Presentation of the advan-

events, we should encourage and support the de-

tages and disadvantages of using R.I. approach

velopment of links and first discussions on possible

for offering public services compared to the

collaborations. The P.A. they are originating from

current situation.
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7.

8.

Public services for Rural Businesses: Presentation of the implemented R.I. services. Step by

vices: Hands on activity allowing PA employees

step live demonstration of 2-3 local/national

to familiarize with the RI public service modeling

R.I. services.

methodology and dialogue creation, by modeling

Hands-on Session – Using the R.I. Services: The
P.A. employees are given the opportunity to use
the presented R.I. services.

9.

Measuring Administrative Burdens: Presentation of the R.I. methodology and questionnaires
for measuring administrative burdens.

10. GEA PS Description Template: Presentation of
the GEA Public Service Description Template

a selected local or national public service.
16. Presentation of the eGovTube: An introduction,
showcasing the main functionalities of the
specific tool.
17. Hands-on Session – eGovTube: The participants
should register to eGovTube and practice using
its functionalities.
18. Using and exploiting the opportunities of Ru-

and an example of completing the PS Template

ralObservatory 2.0: Training PAs on exploiting

for a real local or national Public Service.

the opportunities of RuralObservatory 2.0. Brief

11. Poor versus complete service descriptions:
Presentation of service description examples,
underlining the importance of identifying every

showcasing of the main functionalities of the
specific tool.
19. Hands-on Session – RuralObservatory 2.0: The

“service case” that is included in the public

participants should register to RuralObserva-

service in focus.

tory 2.0 and practice using its functionalities.

12. GEA PS Description Example: Presenting an

20. Q&A session: The P.A. employees are given the

example of completing the PS Template for a

opportunity to ask any questions they might

real local or national Public Service.

have and to share their view and past experi-

13. Diagrams for modeling public services: Familiarizing PA employees with UML Activity
Diagrams to model RI public services.
14. Presentation of a real example of a modeled
public service: Familiarizing PA employees with
RI public service modeling methodology and
dialogue creation between PAs and rural businesses through the example of a selected local
or national public service.
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15. Hands-on Session – Modeling of real public ser-

ence on the subject.
21. Post Training Session Evaluation: The P.A. employees participating to the Large Scale events
have to evaluate the R.I. Services – Platform
and the Training Session. The trainers of the
Large Scale events also have to evaluate the
Training Session from their perspective.
22. Closing: In the Closing section the Rural Inclusion Affiliation Program shall be presented to

the target groups in order to make partnership
options and benefits visible. The facilitator
shall also give an overview of the actual Euro-
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1. Abstract

ing or learning workflow. Different approaches

The following paper describes the conceptual
design of an Intelligent Exploration System
(IES) that offers a user-adapted graphical
environment of web-based knowledge repositories, to support and optimize the explorative
learning. The paper starts with a short definition of learning by exploring and introduces
the Intelligent Tutoring System and Semantic
Technologies for developing such an Intelligent Exploration System. The IES itself will
be described with a short overview of existing
learner or user analysis methods, visualization
techniques for exploring knowledge with semantics technology and the explanation of the
characteristics of adaptation to offer a more
efficient learning environment.

WWW to support a more effective learning process,

Keywords: Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Information Visualization, Knowledge Discovery,
Knowledge Exploration.

explorative learning. The paper starts with a short

try to face the mass of information given in the
whereas semantic-technologies are a promising
approach for organizing the knowledge. The formal
knowledge descriptions like Ontologies used by
Semantic Technologies only provide approaches to
describe knowledge within a given and predefined
knowledge-domain. The graphical representation
of these domains provides another opportunity to
explore the pre-engineered domain, whereas the
learner with his individual learning aptitudes, learning behaviour and interests is not involved in the
process of knowledge representation.
The following paper describes the conceptual design
of an Intelligent Exploration System (IES) that offers
a user-adapted graphical environment of web-based
knowledge repositories, to support and optimize the
definition of learning by exploring and introduces the
Intelligent Tutoring System and Semantic Technologies for developing such an Intelligent Exploration

2. Introduction
The recent technological developments in the area
of social-networks and user generated content
have already changed the learning behaviour of any
learners. The exploration of knowledge through the
world-wide-web using different content-provider,
e.g. Wikipedia or IEEE Xplore plays a key role for
researcher, students or knowledge workers. The
usage of users’ knowledge or user generated
content is a self-evident process within the work-
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System. The IES itself will be described with a short
overview of existing learner or user analysis methods, visualization techniques for exploring knowledge
with semantics technology and the explanation of
the characteristics of adaptation to offer a more efficient learning environment.

3. Exploratory Learning

knowledge structures are formed [17]. Furthermore,

Discovering and exploring our environment for

in some area, the organization of domain-specific

gathering information and knowledge, is the easi-

knowledge structures and the learner’s own active

est way of learning. Since our childhood we are

involvement and interest become even more im-

learning by discovering and finding our environ-

portant. The differences between the learners and

ment. When a child plays with things and drops

their level of precognition can therefore be very

them out of his pram, he learns a fundamental

different, while they interact with the same compu-

physical law: that the item drops to the ground [17].

tational systems for learning the same.

While the school education in past preached ex-

The human individuality is weakly considered in

cathedra teaching, the changes in the characteris-

today’s learning systems. The learning systems

tics and usage of internet, provides the opportunity

are mostly designed to be used from everybody or

to explore the teaching lectures in the internet [12].

from persons within a specific knowledge-domain.

Every student in lower and higher education uses

Research on knowledge-based learning system

the different multimedia possibilities of the internet

(formerly Intelligent Tutoring Systems) (see [1], [3],

for learning and exploring the world’s knowledge.

[4], [8] and [12] ) and Intelligent and Adaptive User

The Net-Generation [19] gathers knowledge form

Interfaces have already done first steps to realize

user-generated content providers, e.g. Wikipedia,

bridging the gap between the individual pre-knowl-

Youtube or explores using a search machine. This

edge and aptitudes of learners and the presented

behaviour is a self-evident process, which came

knowledge. While the most systems only consider

up with on the one hand technological changes

the content, the way of knowledge presentation or

of the internet and on the other with the need of

visualization is merely considered.

when considering the acquisition of expert skills

knowledge in every domain. While knowledge itself
seems to expire, cause newer and more precise
information are available.
Beside that the exploration of knowledge is one
of the most important ways to adopt knowledge;
contemporary findings [17], [11] demonstrated
the importance of the individual’s or learner’s own
activity, interest in learning and the importance of
pre-knowledge. Through perceptions, experiences,

3.1 Intelligent Tutoring or Knowledgebased Systems for Exploring Knowledge
The following subsection gives a short outline
about existing knowledge-based systems, whereas
in all of the following works the term “Intelligent
Tutoring System” is used, somewhere with the add
on Intelligent Tutoring as agent.

and active mental work, the memory traces corre-

A very interesting approach is described in [12],

sponding to these models grow and strengthen, and

where the Intelligent Tutoring is called Adaptive
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Tutoring. The system is embedded into a Virtual

For analyzing the learner the ATS system described

Leaning Environment, the so Virtual Car Dealer [12].

in [12] uses three parameters. The first of them mea-

The intelligent or adaptive module is dividing the

sures the time for the different actions done in the

learner into three levels. The system tries to use

virtual world. The time parameter gives an outline

the most effective pedagogical approach for the

of the time needed for each step and can therefore

learner, who wants to learn with the system. So

be considered for analyzing the learner. The second

first it is necessary to find out which approaches

parameter considers the actions of the learner. Be-

are recommended for which kind of learners.

cause the learner interacts in a VLE, it is possible to

For the learners’ levelling the approach of DREYFUS is used. For each of these stages, there is one
pedagogical approach recommended. For example
the Novice can learn more effective, if the teaching
system uses the behaviouristic approaches, in this
case the learner can always see which answer or
action was the right one, he needs strict instructions

check the actions and analyze, if the learner goes the
right way, the best right way or a way with mistakes.
The third parameter is the explicit questioning about
the steps. With this procedure the learning system
ensures that the learner knows about what he is
doing. The following figure shows the parameters,
which are used for adaptation:

and detailed annotations. In contrast to the Novice
the Expert does not need this kind of instructions it
is rather destructive, if a teaching system instructs
him that way. He gets bored, feels under-challenged
and does not continue with learning.
The following figure shows the five stages of a learner and the recommended pedagogical approach:

Figure 2: Procedure of categorizing the learner

The adaptation or the tutoring itself is based on
the analysis of the system. The system provides
the learner with different help-mechanisms and
pedagogic approaches. For example the first level
learner gets instructions, the second level learner
just a kind of “socratic dialogue” and the expert or
level three learners get no help. [12]
Another similar approach is described in [19]. The

Figure 1: Recommendation for the learner stages [12]

help in this system is provided by hint through an
intelligent agent. The learner gets more and more
information about the learning stuff within a VLE.
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The system has in addition to [12] an approach to
use the learning-by-teaching theory. The systems
ask question after the learning scenario is finished
and the learner has to teach the system. With this
procedure a more detailed analysis of the learner
is possible, whereas the explorative approach is
constrained to question and answers.

3.2 Knowledge Exploration Using
Ontologies
According to a very early definition of ontology
based on the works of Gruber [20] Ontology is an
explicit specification of a conceptualization of a
domain of interest, here a knowledge domain. Ontology describes with its data structure a specific

The approach presented in [5] detects for example

knowledge domain mainly in concepts (classes).

students, who are off-task, e.g. “engaged in behav-

The description is explicit and formal, so the main

iour which does not involve the system or learning

goal of ontologies is the use and reuse of knowl-

task”. The intelligent tutoring approach is here used

edge in AI-related systems. The formal knowledge

for observing the students’ behaviour.

description made by ontology opens information

All the mentioned systems try to bridge the gap

visualization systems new possibilities to bridge the

between the learner with their individual learnin-

gap between a formal language and the human’s

gaptitudes and pre-knowledge and the learning

perception. As ontologies offer more formal specifi-

systems. The explorative learning approach are

cation as only concepts or individuals (objects), the

often interpreted as acting in a Virtual Learning

abstraction of ontology is necessary to reduce the

Environment, which represents an abstracted and

complexity. For visualizing ontologybased informa-

virtual model of the real world where the learner

tion the main characteristics can be defined as:

interacts with an avatar as a representative of him-

concepts, individual and relations.

self. But the most learners today are investigating

Ontology describes the knowledge in concepts,

and researching using the internet. The procedure

which represent an abstracted and formalized set

of knowledge exploration in the internet is a very

of knowledge classification and can be further

self-evident process. Different technologies try to

described with properties. A concept can contain

make the internet itself more intelligent. The most

subconcepts, individuals and relations. Sub-concepts

famous approach is semantic-web, using ontologies

classify the knowledge further in sub-classes, so they

for the description of knowledge.

describe a kind of taxonomy. An individual is an instantiation of the concept and represent knowledge
entities. Relations describe associations between
the concepts, and further the association between
individuals too. For Example in an ontology exist the
concepts “State” and “City”, the concepts may have
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a relation “is a city of” or “is capital of”. An example

have the possibility to navigate through the rela-

for their instantiation could be “Germany” (State)

tions and learn while interacting through a graphi-

and Frankfurt, Berlin (City). The relations of the in-

cal system of knowledge. They explore by using

dividuals could be: Frankfurt (“is a city of”) Germany

the ontology structure and gain more knowledge,

and Berlin (“is a city of” and “is capital of”) Germany.

without losing the real context.

As the very simple example shows, the structure of
an ontology can be very complex. It is possible to
navigate and explore knowledge on an abstracted
level of concepts or take the individuals into account. The visualization of the whole ontology with
all its relations, concepts and individuals confuses
the average user and the learning curve is not better than common complex systems.
Ontology is a formal, machine readable description
of knowledge, whereas today’s learning processes
are not formal anymore. A common scenario of
gathering and adopting knowledge on web could be
the usage of Wikipedia. The user starts searching
for a specific topic and finds an article on Wikipe-

To provide a system that fulfils both the explorative
learning approach through the internet and the heterogeneity of the learner, a system is required that
offers an environment for exploring the web’s knowledge and considers the pre-knowledge of the learner.
The following section will introduce the conceptual
design of a system that uses the user navigation history for visualizing him the required information.

4.1 Learner Analysis

dia. The most users read the main description and

In recent years different statistical models were

scroll down to the different headlines of interest.

used to analyze user’s behavior and to capture

But the process of knowledge exploration has just

the needed user information for adapting the user

begun now. The users find in the searched article

interface.Getoor et al. [21] predict the interests of

hyperlinks to other topics and want to know more.

users with Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs)

As we made a small evaluation with students, who

to filter products of a commercial internet platform.

had to answer a very simple question using Wikipe-

For this task they build a PRM from the interac-

dia, we could see that 18 of 20 students read more

tions of every user and group similar models to

articles related to the main one and spend more

realize collaborative filtering. Noguez et al. [22] use

time with other articles. This is the typical behavior

PRMs for an intelligent tutor system that assists

of exploring knowledge.

students during the work with a virtual laboratory.

Ontology-described knowledge has more associations and they are explicit and entitled. The users
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4. Intelligent Exploration
System

The laboratory simulates a mobile robot and allows
experiments regarding mechanical design, sensors and control sequences. The interactions of a

student serve as input for the PRM that determines

The LEV- and KO-Algorithm proposed by Künzer et

the level of knowledge. With this information every

al. [25] calculate predictions of interactions by the

student is categorized in one of three categories

search of recurring similar (LEV) or identical (KO)

(novice, advanced learner and expert). The in-

sequences of interaction events. Künzer et al. use

formation about the student is used to generate

the algorithms for an intelligent help system which

individual hints for the improvement of the learn-

is integrated in Active-UI (Autonomous Production

ing process. Beside the dependency structure, for

Cells Multimodal and Adaptive User Interface). The

the usage of PRMs a relational schema is needed.

application allows the control of laser exudation

This necessity implies a higher configuration effort

processes. The integrated help system is divided

compared to BNs and thus the appliance of PRMs

in an intelligent tutor and an adaptive help system.

in different application scenarios is complicated

The first one shows the predicted actions including

and time-consuming.

assistance and allows the direct execution of pre-

Markov Models are used to describe a sequence of
events. They can be used to calculate predictions
of interaction events and allow the quantitative
analysis of interaction events. For example Guzdial
[23] uses Markov Chains to capture usage patterns
from users of Emile (an application for the creation
of animated simulations). The application is divided

dicted events. The adaptive help system is passive
in contrast to the intelligent tutor. It doesn’t contain
links for the execution of the predicted actions. Künzer et al. evaluated the prediction quality of the two
algorithms by comparing them with other prediction
algorithms. The results show that especially the KOAlgorithm offers the best prediction quality [25], [26].

into five parts. Every interaction event is tagged with

The different prediction methods described here

its associated part and used as input for the Markov

are often used in intelligent and adaptive user

Chain that models the transitions from one part of

interfaces or in recommendation systems. The

the application to another. With the calculation of

learners’ interaction can and should be considered

the steady state vector from the transition matrix of

for recommending and visualizing information. The

the model, Guzdial is able to infer quantitative state-

visualization of knowledge plays a key-role for the

ments about the usage of Emile. Anderson et al. [24]

explorative approaches. In the following subchapter

introduce Relational Markov Models (RMM) and use

different visualization techniques will be presented

them for the automatic adaption of web site naviga-

which ecplicitely developed for knowledge explora-

tion to minimize user’s effort in reaching their goals.

tion using semantic-data structure.

The RMM uses a relational structure of the web site
to predict user’s behavior even in web sites that the
user never visited before [24], [26].
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4.2 User Interface and Visualization
for Knowledge Exploration

Following a screenshot of SemaSpace is figured
with its different knowledge spaces:

As described in section 2.2 ontologies and semantic
structures provide new possibilities for visualizing
information respectively knowledge. There exist different approaches for exploring knowledge through
a graphical representation of knowledge. In this
section two different visualization methods will be
presented with the goal of identifying the adequate

Figure 3: SemaSpace – Visualization Screenshot

visualization technique for recommending information by an Intelligent Exploration System.
In [27] the SemaSpace (formerly SemaVis) visualization tool is described as a tool for the visualization of knowledge spaces, modeled as ontologies
(concepts, instances, relationships etc.), supporting
different aspects, e.g. thematic, co-occurrences,
spatial, clusters, or configurable domain-specific
representations. The basic approach for the
semantic visualization is to consider the different
pedagogical approaches and knowledge spaces
issues to visualize semantic information. Furthermore, SemaSpace offers the possibility to define
the graphical representation for knowledge items
within knowledge spaces. It will also help to support
the users with an additional cognitive approach.
The both features graphical metaphor from real life
and the usage of graphical representation e.g. icons
will help to reduce the cognitive load for the users
and allow user to focus on knowledge spaces and
knowledge items to navigate through the knowledge spaces. ([27], [28])

Another semantics visualization approach, the so
called SeMap is described in [15], which subdivides
the semantics structure into an abstracted level of
ontology concepts, where the hierarchical structure
of the knowledge domain is visualized. Therefore
SeMap uses Shneiderman’s Treemap approach
[15] combined with the wide-spread visualization
technique Treeview [15], whereas SeMap is built
up in contrast to the Treemap by the navigation of
the user. The user plays an active role in the buildupprocess. He navigates through the hierarchy of
the semantics for doing any process with semantic
data, for example for searching a specific content.
By navigating through these structures he gets
more information about the searched content. The
user gets information about the higher level meaning of a term, e.g. he searches for the document
containing information about usability, the user
gets higher-level information about his search. With
these information the user is able to gather more
knowledge, e.g. he is able to gather the information
that usability is a research area of both psychology
and computer sciences. So the implicit information
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he gets here is that usability as term exists in dif-

role for conveying knowledge effectively. For

ferent scientific disciplines. [15]

specifying knowledge assets that are more or less

This effect can be amplified with visualizing the
first or second level of semantics relations; by using
graph-layout algorithms. This is the most detailed
way of presenting implicit knowledge, without focusing on imparting knowledge. The user gets the first
semantic relations of a given content to other contents and is able to view similarities and differences.
The combination of SeMap as a visualization of abstract concepts containing higher level information
and a graph-layout algorithm which visualizes the
semantic relationships offers an adequate and fast
way for exploratory interacting with knowledge.
The following figure shows the mentioned combination of these two visualization techniques, SeMap
and SemaGraph [15]:

important for a learner, user interaction analysis
methods, described in section 3.1., could be used.
With the usage of recommendation systems and
interaction analysis systems the learners’ preknowledge could be considered. For example, if
a user search in the semantic web for the term
“usability”, the systems considers the history of the
documents he opened and read in the past. Reading
a document can be measured with time-capturing
methods, which analyses the duration of an opened
document combined with the interaction, e.g. scrolling down a document. Other methods for analysing
the learners’ behaviour like the off-task measurement [5] can be used too for ensuring that a document was read. If the system has enough “interaction history” of the learner, it can offer prior the
information that is within the domain of interest.
So a search for the term “usability” opens in a concept hierarchy two domains of interest: “Computer
Schience” and “Psychology”. The two concepts are
weighted different for each learner. If the learner’s
interaction history bears that “Psychology” is the
domain of interest, the related semantic concept

Figure 4: SeMap for Visualizing knowledge [15]

4.3 Adaptation to the Learner
The usage of semantics visualization techniques
offers new ways for interacting with knowledge for
exploring the internet. Beside a graphical interaction and navigation through knowledge the aspects

is highlighted for this individual learner and further
sub-concepts and instances will be shown. Whereas
the learning items in the area of Computer Science do not disappear, as usual in recommendation
systems. The learner has further the opportunity
to navigate through the non-relevant concepts and
explore the knowledge beside his area of interest.

of intelligent tutoring systems play an important
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The following figure shows the explained scenario,
whereas the highlighting of the domain of interest

5. Conclusion

can be further indicated by size, order and color of

The paper described the methodical design of an

the knowledge concept and asset:

Intelligent Exploration System, which uses semantic
web technologies and recommendation system to
visualize knowledge networks in an adequate way.
The main target of such a system is to consider
the pre-knowledge of the learner and provide him
the best-fit next steps for learning. The learning
method supported by the IES is exploratory learning
using the semantic web resources.
This work has been carried out within the project
RURALeNTER 502695: Capacity Building through
ICT in Rural Areas, partially supported by the

Figure 5: Adaptation of SeMap

European Community. RURALeNTER aims at the
development of an innovative training programme

In figure 5 the intelligent exploration indicates that

on the methodological approaches on how adult

the most relevant dosuments for the learner are

learners can integrate digital content available on

placed under the concept “Psychology”, where he

the web. With this approach RURALeNTER aims to

gets suggestions for different documents and mul-

use the ICT capacity building for the preparation of

timedia files. Further he gets the information that

the citizens of the knowledge society.

there exist other documents in the area of computer science. If the learner wants to know more
about usability as a discipline of Computer Science,
he has still the opportunity to navigate through this
concept. The system will register this behaviour and
will give him in his next session other suggestions,
based on his behaviour.
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